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THE CONSONANT SOMS-

In English there are twentyfive consonant sounds. Sixteen of
these sounds occur in eight pairs; each pair is produced in the
same way except that one sound is voiceless and the other is voiced.
A sound is voiceless, or without voice, when there is no vibration
of the vocal cords; a sound is voiced when one hears the voice
because of the vibration of the vocal cords. The voiceless sounds
are usually accompanied by a puff of air known as aspiration; there
is no aspiration with a voiced sound.

All the vowel sounds and most of the consonant sounds are voiced.
Except for the three nasal sounds, /in/, /n /, and 1?/, the velum closes
the passage of the nose so that the air escapes through the mouth.
The chart below shows all the consonant sounds in graphic form. All
the sounds inside the box are voiced; the sounds outside the box
are voiceless.

VOICELESS

1. pen

2: two

3. cold

4. rine

5. thin

6. Sue

7. mission

8. cheap

9. he

[p]

[t]

[k]

[f]

[e]

[s]

[S]

[t5]

[11]

voIcEr

[b]. Ben 10. DA law

[(1] do Nasals

[g] gold 11. [m] My

[-v1 vine 12. [n] no

[5] then 13. Ni sing

[z] Zoo Glides

[51

[d5]

vision

jeep

14. [r] are;red

15. [J] yes

16. [11.] we

Vietnamese-students have difficulty with the following
consont sounds:

1. Initial /p /, /y/, In

2. /k/ and /n/ after /u /, /C/1 /w/

3. 4/ and /r/ sounds

4. Final voiced consonants

5. A11 consonant clusters

By knowing in advance some of the difficulties your students
will encounter, you might plan to give more emphasis to those sounds
predicted as troublesome.
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THE SPEECH ORCIP.NS

- lip

- toothridge

- bard palate

- velum

VC - voc-tl cords
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Tongue:

Tip

F

B

- (blackened)

front

middle

black



LESSON I

/ S / and / Z / Sounds

/s/ 7ciceless

/z/ voiced

Tip of tongue may touch lower teeth;
front of tongue near toothridge,
allowing air to escape over narrow
front surface of tongue; some
aspiration in allpositions of /s/;
a hissing sound /s/ or a buzzing
sound /z/.

It may be helpful in the production stage to point out to
the students that the difference lies in tvoicingt. i.e, /z/ occurs
with vibration of the vocal banes whereas /e/ occurs without this
vibration. Hence /z/ is classified as a 'voiced' sound and /s/ is
classified as a 'voiceless' sound. The tongue position for both
is the same.

A. LISTEN, TIM REPEAT

sue - zoo see - Z sip - zip . ice - eyes

bus - buzz hiss - his niece - knees piece - peas

cease - sees decrease - decrees close - close scion - Zion

dice - dies .price - prize

sink - zinc

B. Repetition cf the words in columns 1 ane 2 below in pairs.

loose - lose face - phase

/six/ sing

/3127/ Sue

/sip/ sip

/siy/ see

/seyn/ sane

/sawr/ soar

3

2.

/z/

Ai/3/ zing

/zuw/ zoo

/zip/ zip

/ziy/

/zeyn/ zane

/zowr/ zcar

f

t)



C. LEAlr TC DISTINGUISH BETWEEN /s-/ and /z-/ in both hearing
n pronouncing.

'Sue'

rct

t rsip

'sing'

'lacy'

1.

/s-/

[suw

[siy

[sip

[sirj

[som

[leymiy

2.

/z -/

zuml

ziy]

zip]

zirj]

zonn]

leyziy]

zoo

'Z'

rzipr

'zing'

'zone'

'lazy'

D. Which are the same?

sing - sing - zing (1,2)

Sue - zoo - Sue (1,3)

zing - sing - sing (213)

E.

lacy - lacy - lazy (1,2)

lazy - lacy - lazy (1,3)

sip - zip - zip (2,3)

,,23)7zoo - zoo - zoo (1 sing - sing - sing (1,2,3)

sip - zip - sip (1,3) zoo - Sup - zoo (1,3)

sewn - zone - zone (2,3) Sue - Sue - zoo (1,2)

'C' - 'C' - 'Z' (1,2) Sue - zoo - Sue (1,3)

Learn tc distinguish between /-s/ and /-z/ at the end of words.

1.

/-s/

2.

/-z/

ice [a:-s - ayzl eyes

bus [bas bez] buzz

hiss [his hiz] his

?cc,. [luws - 11=] lose

n1Pce [niys niyz] knees

race [meys - meyz] '. maize

4



F. SENTENCES FOR PRACTICE or MEMORIZATION

Learn to pronounce these sentences by imitating the teacher.

1. I see a zero.

2. I see Susie.

3. Sue saw a zoo.

4. She goes to the zoo to see the animals.

5. Sara's your sister, isn't she?

6. His suit is the same as this one.

7. What size dress does Susie wear?

5-=



LESSON- II

/ K / and / G / Sounds

/k/ voiceless

A.

Tip of tongue touches nothing;
back cf tongue on velum, then
released; strong aspiration at
beginning of wcrds for /k/

The consonant sound /k/.

Practice the following common words containing the "K sound" /k/as in come.

LISTEN; THEN REPEAT:

code talk take back

welcome- call mom key

instruction car like came

American coffee can cat

buckle

luck

lock

book

check

breakfast

cake

steak

B. The consonant sound /g/.

Practice the following common containing the "G sound" /d 2as in get,

LISTEN, THEN REPEAT:

wet forget girl sugar
rive again go cigarette
guess begin garden magazine
game egg gccd dcg
guest big August dialcgue

6
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C. Leal; to pronounce these words correctly.' Imitate the teacher.

/ g /

gum [gam] gun [gan] game [geym]

get [get] Gus [gas] goose [gulrs]
i

got [gat], gone [gan] gate..: [geyt]

go [gam] good [gud] guess (ges]

goat [goat] guy [gay] girl [grl]

r. Drill for the reduction fo final / g./. Imitate the teacher.

1. dig it, dig it, dig it, DIG

2. beg it, beg it, beg it, BEG

3, leg it, leg it, leg it, LEG

4. tag it, tag it, tag it, TAG

E.1.Chora1 and individual pronunciation of the words in column 1:
Make sure the /k/ is aspirated.

2.Chora2 and individual pronunciation of the words in column 2:

3. Choral and individual pronunciation fo the following words in pairs:

1 /4/ 2 / d

/kmp/ cap
/fgq3/ gap

/kam/ come /gam/ :gum:,

/kudj could /gud/ good

/kat/ cot /gat/ / got

/kowt/ coat /gowt/ goat

/keyn/ cane /gam/ gain

/kalif cull /gal/ gull

/kali call /gal/ gall

4.



T. LISTEN, THEN REPEAT:

come - gum Kai- gay pick - pig *muck - mug

cull - gull Kate - gate plucked - plugged bicker - bigger

call - gall could - good curl - girl dnqk - dug

cane - gain luck a lug lacking - lagging leak - league.

G. -/k/ and /g/ at the end of"words.

Learn to distinguish betwaen /k/ and /g/ in the words

1. 2.

/-k/ / -g/

duck
[dok - dog] dug

buck [bok ;bag] bug --

leak [liyk liyg] league

Dick [dik - dig] dig

beck [bsk - bcgl beg

lock [lak - lag) log

back [bmk - bmgl bag

tack
[task - tmgl tag

H. Which are the same?

Dick - Dick - dig (1,2)

dig - Dick - Dick (2,3)

duck - dug - duck (1,3)

back - bag - bag (2,3)

back - back - bag (1,2)

buck - buck - bug (1,2)

leak - league - leak (1,3)

tag - bag - bag (1,2,3)

rick Dick - dig (1,2)'

beck - beck - beg (1,2)

duck - dug - duck (1,3)

leak - league - leak (1,3)



SEYTE:CES with /k/.

1. Yost 'Americans have coffee for breakfast.

2. Where can I cash a check?

3. 0'411 ire at six O'clock..

4. IS Ye looking for work in a factory?

6ENTETES with /g/.

2; X see hisrAg.

3. I see anlegg;
S

4: The girl got eggsfcigarettes, and sugar;

5. .DTI't forget. t; study 'the dialogue.

6.. Are you going to begin your vacationA'n Auhist?

7. Is the weather good fOr'your garden?



LESSON III

/ T / and / D / Sounds

/t/ voiceless

/d/ Voiced

Tip of tongue
then released;
touching upper
aspiration -at
for /t/.

/

on toothridge,
sides of tongue
teeth; strong

beginning, of words

A. The Consonant Sound /t/.

Practice the followAg common words containing the
as in tell, little, button.

LISTS'?, THEN REPEAT:

"T sound" /t /,

I II III IV

tell not little button

T get better mountain

to, too, two cigarette butter bitten

12, 10 wet later written

talk sit eating satin

tall let sitting gotten

10 1"



B. The Consonant Sound /d/.

Remember that in English, the "D sound" is made by the tip of tha
tongue. touching the ridge just above and behind the upper teeth.
The tongue does not touch the teeth. The "D sound" is voiced
like /v /.

Practice the following common words containing the "D sound" /dt
as in flu.

LISTEN, TIN REPEAT:

day don't good hold

dollar bad old

do doing could hand

did didn't would mind

done idea should need

doctor anybody had road

December condition find hard

C. /t/ and /e/ in initial position.

1. Pronounce the pairs of words below:

2. Ask the students tordescribe these two sounds in initial
position. Briefly remind them of the production: voiceless
and voiced alveolar stops with aspiration accompanying /t/.
Use faciEt1 diagrams.

3. Choral' and individual pronunciation of the following ords in
pairs. Make sure. that the students aspirate the initial /t/.

1 /t/ 2 /d/

/ /tay/ tie /day/ die

/tuw/ to /duw/ do

/tel/ tell /dal/ dell

/ten/ ten den

/tawn/ town /dawn/ down

/tok/ tuck /dok/ duck



-se=ffmNIMPORIIIV1.,

D. /-t/ and /-d/ in final position.

Learn to distinguish between f-t/ and /-d/ at the end of these wordst

1.

/-t/

2.

/-d/

'seat' (siyt - siyd) 'seed'

'neat' [niyt - niyd] 'need'

'feet'
[fiyt - fiyd] 'feed'

'set(
[set - sed] 'said'

'bet' (bet - bed] 'bed'

'not' [flat rad] 'nod'

'sit' [sit - sic') 'Sid'

'bat' [bet - bald] 'bad'

E.' Which are the same?

but - but - bud (1,2)

but - bud - but (1,3)

not - nod - nod (2,3)

seat - seat - seed (1,2)

set - said - said (2,3)

feed, - feed - feed (1,2,3)

sit - sit - Sid (1,2)

12

bat - bad - bat (1,3)

bet - bet - bed (1,2)

nod - nod nod (1,2,3)

sit - Sid - sit (1,3)

but - but - bud (1,2)

bat - bad - bad (2,3)

set - set - said (1,2)

C.



F. Listening practice, /-t/ vs. /-d/ in final position.

Same or different?

seat - seat neat - need

seat - seed bat - bat

bet - bed bat - bad

set said need - neat

nod - nod said - set

sit - sit nod - nod

sit - Sid seat - seed

G. SENTENCES with /t/.

1. Try to talk in English all the time.

2. Can you tell me the time?

3. You'd better put a little butter on it.

4. Is a better bottle of wine pretty expensive?

5. Itwas written by Mr. Sutton.

Don't button the bottom button of your jacket.

H. SENTENCES with /d/.

1. A god doctor wouldn't do that.

2. What day. in December did he come?

3. I couldn't find the dollar I had.

4. Ted had a good idea, didn't he?

- 13 -
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/p/ voiceless

LESSON IV

/b/ voiced

B / Sounds.

Lips closed, then open to release
air; strong aspiration at beginning
of words for /p/.

Difference between /b/ and /p/.

/b/ is voiced and /p/ is voiceless. Also, initial /p/ is strongly
aspirated. /b/ is also slighty aspirated.

A. The Consonant Sound /p/.

Practice the following common words containing the "P sound"as in oerson.

LISTEN, THEN REPEAT:

/p /,

person piece people keep

p pie
. couple hope

pay pound .happen up

possibly suppose open map
put pack simple cu!

I
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B. The Consonant Sound /b/.

Practice the following common words containing the "B sound" /b/,
as in be.

LISTEY, THEN REPEAT:

be big abcut Bob

B Boston possible job

baby bus Tocd-bye cab

back busy Cctober best

but billion Ncvember believe

by bad December probably

C. Initial /p/ versus /b/.

1. Pronounce the words below in pairs. (Pot for student repetition)

2. Ask the students what the initial sounds are in these words.
Eriefly remind them of the production of these two sounds:
voiceless and voiced bilbbial stops with aspiration accompanying
initial /p /.

3. Choral and individual prcnunciation of the words below in pairs.
Make sure the students aspirate the initial /p/.

/pal/ pan /ban/

40-71/ pole /bowl/

/pip/ pill /bil/

// pad /bind/

/pit/ Pit /bit/

pey/ /be;;/

/pay/ Pie

- 15

ban

bowl

bill

bad

bit

bay

buy



D. Pronunciation of final /p/ and /b/.

1. Drills for recognition of /p/ and /b/ using the words fromcolumns 1 and 2 below: (item #4)

2. In order to help the students pronounce /b/ in final position,ask them to pronounce the following drill words several times.

tab it tab it tab it tab

rub it rub it rub it rub

stab it stab it stab it stab

grab it grab it grab it grab

dab it dab it crab it dab

rob it rob it rob it . rob

mob it mob it inch it mob

club it club it* club it club

. Choral and individual repetition of the words below (item #4)in pairs:

4. Opposite response drill using the following words. If thestudents have difficulty in hearing or proc'ucin the final /b/versus /p/ at this stage, repeat all of the foregoing drills.

1.

/p/

2.

/b/

cap
/k b' cab

/tp/ tap
/e:b tab

/rip/ rip /rib/ rib

/kap/ cop /kelp/ cob

/map/ mop /nab/ mob

/Imp cup /".:Db/ cub

/nip/ nip Afb/ nib

16 lb
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I

E. Learn to distinguish between /b/-and /p/.

1. 2.

/b/ /P/

Ben [ben - pen] pen

bun [bon - *p?fl] pun

bin [bin - pin]
1-.

pin

bit [bit - pit] pit

but [bat - pet] putt

bet [bet pet] pet

ban pm] Pan

F.. Words is Contrast /p/, /b/.

LISTEN, THIN REPEAT:

pay -bay

nip - nib

pie - by

Pete- beet

,Pin - bin sopping-sobbing

mop - mob napped - nabbed putt - but

pound - bound pack - back cup' - cub

pet - bet

G. SENTENCES with /p/.

1. Please pay the cashier.

2. I'd like a piece of apple pie and a cup of coffee, please.

3. Paul, did you put the paper cn the desk?

4. Don't push other people.

H. SENTENCES with /b/.

1. Better and best begin with B.

2. Bob's from Boston, I believe.

3. Isn't this new,building beautiful?

- 17 -



I. Sa'"Ta'CES with /p/ and /bb.

I. The program will probably begin about eight o'clock.

2. Pears and bananas arc both fruits, but potatoes are vegetables.

3. Paul, you'd better buy this paper.

4. Which bus goes to the Capitol?

-18-



REVIEW OF LESSONS I IV

****

LFSSON VI

/ F / / V / SOUNDS

/f/ voiceless

/v/ voiced

Lower lip touches edge of upper
teeth, allowing air to escape
between lip and teeth; some
aspiratisn in all positions of /f/.

A. The Consonant Sound /f/.

Practice the following common words containing the "F sound" /f/,
as in fine

LISTEN, THEN REPEAT:

fine four coffee life

for five different off

first fourteen awful if

find fifteen information laugh

family forty telephone leaf

_ 19



B. The Consonant Sound /v/i

YEY visit November live

V vegetable of five

verb seven over move

vowel eleven ever have

vacant seventeen every leave

vacation seventy never believe

Value evening several twelve

C. Initial /f/ and /v/.

1. Pronounce the following pairs of words. (not for student
repetition).

2. Ask the students what these initial sounds are. Briefly remind
them of the production of /f/ and /v/; voiceless and voiced
labio-dental fricatives in which the lower lip touches the
cutting edge of the upper teeth.

3. Choral and individual pronunciation of the following words
in pairs:

t

/ft/

/fayn/

/fat/

/fiyl/

/f end/

/fayl/

/rzzfel/

1

f

fan

fine

fat

feel

fend

file

raffle

2

/ v /

ival/

/vayn/

/vat/

/Idyl/

/vend/

/vayl/

/rzvol/

van

vine

vat

veal

vend

vile

ravel

20



D. Prom. nciation of /f/ and /v/ in final position

1. brills fpr recognition of /f/ and /v/ using the following words:

1

f

half

/weyf/ waif

/liyf/ leaf

duff/Of/

/biliyf/ belief

/fayl/ file .

/seyf/ safe

./eiyf/ thief

2

v

ih.z3v/

/vreiv/

/iirt/
/d1v/

have

wave

leave

dove

/bzliyv/ believe

/fayv/

/seyv/

/0iYv/

five

save

thieve

E. Learn to distinguish between the scunds cf /f/ and /v/ at the

end of these words.

1

i-f /

2

/-v /

leaf [liyf - liyv] leave

file (fayf - fayv] five

safe (seyf - seyv] save

waif (veyf - weyv] wave

half [ h-e - hr; r]] have

thief (Oiyf - eiyv]

duff [chi' - dlv] dove

belief [blliyf - bIlir .1 believe

2



F. s*.,:r2:FDS IN CONTRAST

Ycw you will hear some pairs of words which, differ only in havingthe rF sound" /f/, as in fine, or the "V sound" b7/1 as in ;rine.Reme=ber that the position of the lips and teeth is the same forthese two Bounds. The only difference is that /f/ is voiceless,like /t/1 and /r is voiced, like /d/. In the pairs below, the firstfirst word has f/, and the second word has /v/.

LISTEN, THEN REPEAT:

fine vine life live leaf leave fan van
belief believ file vile fee V few view
feel veal fat vat half halve. shuffle shovel
raffle ravel feign vane rear veer °. foil voile

G. Phrases for practice.

Learn to pronounce these phrases as one unit. lmitte theteacher.

1. EVERYTING
4. FIVE OFESEVEN

2. SEVEN E,I_EVEN
5. ON VALLEY (AVENUE

3. VERYI ELL

H. SENTENCES with /f/.

1. They went to the cafeteria fcr some coffee.

2. California has r'. tine climate.

3. This room has comfortable furniture.

4. If you don't know the telephone number, call Information.

I. SENTFNCES with /v/.

1. I live very near Avery Avenue.

2. All English vowels are voiced.

3. Have ycu ever visited Vicksburg?

4. Five and seven make twelve.

(5 +7 = 12)

2
22 _



TRSSON VII

/ 0 / and / 6 /

[0] voiceless

[6) voiced,

Broad tip and front Of tcngue
visible between teeth; air escapes
between tongue and teeth; some
aspiration in all rositions of [g].

In English, the letters TH rcvresent two different sounds: the
"voiced TH sound" as in thc..1, and the "voiceless TH sound" as in think.
Both sounds are made by putting the tongue between the teeth, but the
sound written /0/ is voiceless,_like /f/1 and the sound written /5/
is voiced, like /v /.

A, The Consonant Sound / e /.

Practice the following common words containing the "voiceless TH sound"
A)/, t.j in think.

LISTEN, THEN .REPEAT:

think thirteen month theater

thouEht thirty mouth anything

thanks third south everything

thorough thousand healthy nothing

thumb thing wealthy mathematical

The voiceless TH sound is the last sound in a number of nouns. SAY:

warm- warmth (noun) strong-strength (n.) long-length(n.) wide=width(n.)

heal - health (n.) _deep - depth (n.) breathe-breath (n.)

The suffix -TH is ts'd to make the ndjective forms of the numberso
beginning with 4. SAY:

4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th 10th 11th 12th 13th 14th 15th 20th 50th 100th
1000th,



B. The consonant Sound / I.

Thevoiced TH sound" is the first sound in a very small number of
English words (around twenty), but many of these words are used withgreat frequency. The common word are given in the first three
columns (I,II,III) below. Words in the fourth column (IV) are
archaic or rare.

Practice the following common words with the "voiced TH sound"
as in,they.

LISTEN, THEN REPEAT:

I II III IV

the they then thou

this them than thee

the t their thus thy

these" theirs though thine

those there therefore thither, thence

The voiced TH sound is also found in the middle of words, and at
the end of words where it is regularly spelled -THE (Exceptions:
smooth, and sometimes with.)

LISTEN, THER REPEAT:

mother another northern either:_

father rather southern neither

brother bother smoother bather

weather whether smooth(e) bathe

C. WORDS IN CONTRAST

Now you will hear some pairs of words which differ in having the
"voiceless TH sound" A)/, as in think, or the "voiced TH sound" AS/
as in they. The first word has A)/; the second word has A/

LISTEN, THEN REPEAT:

thigh - thy mouth(n.)- mouth(v.) teeth - teethe ether - either

wrath - rather sooth - soothe wreath - wreathe sheath - sheath

zither - dither lath - lather



D. Pron.unciE.,tion of /0/ versus /8/

1. Pronounce the following words. Notice the sound /0/ at the

beginning of each word.

/01n/ thin /03t/ thought

/0 //3/ thing /00m/ thumb

/0i4k/ thank

2. Pronounce the following words. Notice the sound /6/ at the

`beginning of each word.

// than /5ey/ they

Aer/ there /18 ovr/ though,

/fen/ then

3. Explain that /0/ is voiceless and A/ is voiced. Students may
cover their ears with their hands while .pronouncing /e/ and /6/.
Fcr the former there will be no humming; for the llitter there
will be humming, or .vibration.

4. Choral and individual pronunciation of the following words in

columns:

Ain/

/0na/

/0eack/

Apt/

/era/

/0/

thin

thing

thank

thought

thumb

5/
A.,/ than

(der/ there

/den/ then

-Ail they

5. Pronounce the following sentences.

AIS 173Z o say/ ,

fa/s vraz tay/

,f6ovil though

This was a sigh,'

This was a tip.

AIS 1114Z a Oay/ This was a thigh.

E. Sentences with /e /.

1. let's thank her for the theater tickets.

2. Thick and thin mean opposite things.

3. Dces the month of June have thirty days; or thirty one?

4. I thought I'd go south, not north.
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F... Sentences with Av.

1., My brothers did that themselves.

'Their car is better than this one.

3. Are they going there some other day, Mother?

4. Although these southern cities have better'weather, I'd rather visithe northern ones.

G. Sentences with /9/ and /6/

1. This is the third toot rush I've lest this month.

2. The baby's teething, so her mouth is rather sore.

3. Congratulations: You're the thousandth person to visit this thea

4. Would you rather have gas or,ether?

5. .Neither gas nor etherno anesthetics, thanks.

6. They have to think this thing through.

O
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LESSON JIII

/5/
[S] voiceless

[3] voiced

/3/

Tip of tcngue receded; middle cf
tcngue raised toward hard palate and
spread laterally, with sides touching
upper teeth; air escapes over broad
front surface cf tongue; scme
aspiraticn in all positions cf [s]

A. The Comscnant Sound [E]

The"SH sound" in English is made with the tip of the tongue cicse to
the ridge behind the upper teeth, but not touching it. The tongue
is curved; that is, the sides are higher than the middle. The lipz
are pushed out a little. The /,',1 is voiceless, like /t/.

Practice the following common words containing the "SH sound ", /S/
as in she.

LISTEN, THEN REPEAT:

she short direction wish

shall show instructions wash

should shouldn't special cash

shoe Chicngc examination cashier

sure shcwer nation Shave

sugar shop national shine
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B. The Consonant Sound (5]

The"ZH sound" in English is made with the tip of the tongue closetc the ridge just behind the upper teeth, but not touching it. ThetonEue is curved; that is, the sides are higher than the middle.The lips are often pushed out a little. The "ZH sound" is voiced,like /d/. This sound occurs in the middle and at the end of Englishwords, but not at the beginning.

Practice the following ccmmcn words containing the "ZH sound" /3/as in measure.'

LISTN, THEY REPEAT:

measure division collision garage

vision confusion decision beige

pleasure conclusion leisure rouge

C. WORDS IN CCNTRAST

Now you will hear some pairs cf words which differ in having the"SH sound" Ns as in Aleutical, cr the "ZH sound" /3/, as in allusion,
Remember that the mouth position is the same for these sounds, but/5/ is voiceless, like /t/, and /..;/ is voiced, like /4/.

LISTEN, THEN REPEAT:

ruche - rouge mesher-measure Asher -azure fission

Aleutian - allusion glacier-glazier dilution-delusion Conthcian
confusiD. LISTEN, T} REPEAT:

[3] she, sharp, short, nation, machine

[3] azure, pleasure, measure, vision, garage

E. SE:tTENCM /

1. She has some new dishes.

2. The instructions should show you how to use the machine.

3. Shall we wash cur clothers or brush them?

4. I wish ny shoes were shined:

F. saracr.2,3 / 5/

1. I have tc me-_sure the ..arrie.

coll'sion cccured because of the driver's pccr visicn.



I. It's a pleasure tc see ycu, Mr.,Shaw.

2. Cclad ycu give me directions tc the Treasur Building?

3. After making en examination, the dcotcr will give his decision.

4. She wcre a beige suit, and red shoes.

29...
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LESSCkN

[ tS ] and [ d5-]

[tc] vciceless

[d5] voiced

A. The Consopnt Sound [ tS]

B.

Practice the following
as in child.

LISTEN, THEN REPEAT:

Tip of tcnOue cn tObthridge; middle
cf tongue tcuching hard palate and
spread laterally, ulih sides touching
upper teeth ; air'escapes against upper
teeth with release of tongue tip;
aspiration in all positions for[tS].

common words containing the "CR

child check teacher much

children chair lecture watch

chicken cheap furniture teach

cheese chin actual such

change choose luncheon H

The Consonant Sound [c13]

Practice the following common
in Lb.

sound" [t5]

words containing the sound /d 3/, as

LISTEN, THEN REPEAT:

Igh joke vegetable large

G, J Jack subject marriage

January James religion George

June jazz ergi_ne :;uctRe

July gem soldier package

just general Georgia language
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C. Some English names berinning with /d5/.

Learn to pronounce these names:

1. FIRST NAB IZ FAMILY NAYIS

Boys' names Girls' names

Ed3an] John [ idansan] JohnsonId7uwn] June_

[ dzIm] Jim c-[d7-sn) Jane Jackson
, J

[d7mks9n]
)

[dzzak] Jack ::l_pys] Joyce [d5eymz] James

]Ceorge .Cdord 7 . ,
.i -L-n ; Jean (dzei3kinz) ] Jenkins

J

[ dzard Joe [dro-n1 Joan- [ d7
J
ownz] Jones

J

D. Learn to distinguish between /tc/ and /d5/.

1. 2.

it..
/ /d7/

dinl ginchin (tin _ z
.)

[-V.rachew - d7uw] Jew

chill [t!il - d711] Jill
..)

chain rt;eyn - dzeril Jane
,

choke [to-wk
i

- dzowk] joke
...

Chet [tet - dzet] jet
) .;

chip [tT,r0 dzip] gyp

cheap (ti ,-Y, dz.- iy] jeep
,,, a_

J

choice (to
_., a

-s _ dzo,$) Joyce
J J

E. Pronounce the follow:1.n! words.

/ty chair, chalk, child, much, teach, picture

/d3/ John, ;judge, June, July, Ceorge, large

/-C/ much, lunch, which, choose, teacher, picture, question

/d7/ (Iohn, iuice, en'oy, stbiect, college, maiority, generally
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F. WO2DS IN CONTRAST

Remember that the t)/ and /d7/ are alike, except that ft / isvoiceless like /t and /d7/ is voiced like /d/.

Now you will hear some pairs of words which differ in having the"CH sound" /t3 /1 as in chin, or the"J sound" /d /, as in gin.

LISTEN, THEN REPEAT:

chin-gin . cheep-jeep etching-edging batch-badge

larch-large chew-Jew chest-jest choke-joke

match-Madge Chet-jet

G. Learn to distinguish between /ti/ and /d3/ in final position.

1. 2.

/t5/ /d5(
!tip'

[etj :". age

etch [et"). Ldr) edge

rich Erit5 - ridzi ridge
1

batch bart - lod71 badge

match [mmt5 - mmd71 Madge

H. SENTENCES with /t3/

1. The child was born in rarch.

2. Do you want "a cheese sandwich or a chicken sandwich?

3. Which lecture did the teacher go to?

4. Don't choose a cheap watch.

I. SENTENCES with /dz/.
1. June, July, and JLau!_lr;, begin with J.

2. We have orange juice, grapefruit juice, and pineapple juice.
3. Did Jack and Joe just acme?
4. George got a job sealing vegetables.

J. SENTENCES with /t=)/ and /d3/.

1. The children had 'Vegetables and fruit for lunch.

2. George bought that chair last July.

3. Which subject does Mr. Jackson teach?

4. Did Charles and Joe enjoy the lecture?

3'1
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LESSON X

REVIEJ CF LESSONS VI - IX

/r

[m3 voiced

LESSON XI

n /y /13 /

Lips closed; lips released for following
vowel, but not at end of word; velum open
for air to escape through nasal passage.

Tip of tongue on toothridge as for /t /,
/d/, and /1/; tip of tongue released
for following vowel, but not at end of
word; velum open for air to escape
through nasal passage.

Back of tongue on velum as for /k/ and
/g/, but not released at end of word;
velum open for air to escape through
nasal passage.
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A, Th Consonant Sound /Mi.

Practice the following common words containing the
as in much.

Ity sound" /m/,

LISTEN, THEN REPEAT:

much Miss summer same

many Mrs, owing some

maybe Mr. September come

man- rniEht. November seem.,-----

morning minute December time

B. The Consonant Sound /n/.

Practice the following-common words containing the "N sound" /n/,
as in need.

LISTEN, THEN REPEAT:

need afternoon one men

nice evening seven women

know Sunday nine in

new Monday ten can

not running, fourteen then

C. Choral and individual pronunciation of the following:

/n/

[net] net [nip] nip

[na.:nl nine [norm] gnome

[now] no [niy] knee

[flak] knock

D. Pronunciaticr of /n/ in final position

In/

[ten] t: r., [bown]bone

[pin) tir. Ifovmj phone

a
n [f on) fawn[sir.] Pin

[pe-,71] rain [kulan] coon

[bin] in
- 34 -



E. Consonant sound id.

LISTEN, TIEN REPEAT:

thing bringing

young singing

song ringing

wrong hanging

sing swinging

F. Pronunciation of /n/- and 4./.

1. Pronounce the following pairs cf words.

2. Ask the students what -the final sounds of each pair are.
Briefly explain to them that these re alveolar and velar nasals.
(Both /n/ and k./ cccur in Vietnamese.)

3. Choral and individual pronunciation cf the following pairs.

4. Opposite respcnse dells using the following pairs cf words:

1 /-n/

ran

run

2 7-10/

[rte] rang

[razz,] rung
I.,

[sari] sun [sa] sung

[Om] thin (On)] thing

[lon] lawn [loc] lcng

[bin] bin ibrci bing

ban [10.,70] bang

G. Pronounce the following words:

Miss, map, my, meet, man, name, time

no, not, name, night, now, nurse, near, nine, fine

sing, young, long, rorning, ceiling, playing



H. CCNSONANTS n /

Now you will hear some pairs or groUps of words which differ in theirnasal soLnd. Each word has one of the following: the "M sound" /M/1
as in rnm, the "14 Sound" /n/, as in ran, and the"NG sound" 4-/, asin rang.

LISTEN, THEN REPEAT:

mice-nice dime-dine kin-king Kim-kin-king

sing-ding thin-thing rum-rung rum-run-rung

rang-ranfiram ton tang thin-thing lawn-long

I. LISTEN, THEr REPEAT:

Sentences with /m/.

1. My mother goes to Maine every summer.

2. Maybe Mr. Manning lives on Maple Street.

3. How many women make this much money?

4. What time is it, Miss Hamilton?

J. Sentences with /n/.

1. I need a new pen.

2. Do you know her name?

3. On Sunday evening,,re's a concert at the National Gallery.

4. When can Mr. Nelson come?



/1/ voiced

fir
LESSON XII

/ 1 /

/r/ voiced

and / r /

Tcp\of tongue on toothAdge th Same as
for /t/ and /d /; tip of ton -released
for following vowel, but not at end of
word; middle of tongue loaf with sides.
free for air to escape,2aterally.

Mouth 'Slightly open; tip of tongue
raiSed and curved backward (retrofle)c
ppfaition) but not touching anything;
/Sides of tongue touching back teeth;
impossible to pronounce alone.
Final r: tongue glides from vowel sound
backward to position for r.
Initial r: from the r position, tongue
glides forward to position far following
vowel sound.

A. The Consonan Sound /r/.

Initial /r/iisually occurs with lip rounding in English. Where /r/
is follawedby a back vowel (e.g.) [ - v aa o ] the
lip rounding continues into the vowels sound. No problem here. But
where /r/ occurs before an unrounded vowel (all front and central
vowel) the lips must be quickly.unrour4ed for the vowel sound.
Otherwise the student may pronounce 'read' as /ru-iyd/ instead of
/riyd/. Because of the similarly in lip rounding some students may
tend to nay /w/ for /r/.

LIST7N, THEN RBPSAT:

right run ready wrap

4
read ; real red restaurant

rice . rock rich

railroad radio wrote really

roam rain remind rates



a

B. EI.ITATICY DRILLS

1. The /r/ sound at the beginning of words.

Learn to pronounce these syllables and words. Listen to the teaches
watch his mouth and imitate.

[rug root'vy - runt). [re - raril 'rung'

[ruw - rum] 'room' [ra - rak] 'rook'

(row - rorrd] 'road' friy - riyd] 'read'

fro - ro) 'raw' [ri rig) 'ring'

[ror 'wrong'- ro13]
(rey - reyn) 'rain'

(roy - roy) 'Rev' (re - red) 'red'

(re i. ran) 'run' Ira - rat] 'rat'

fray
[ray - ray-t]

- rayt) 'right'
'write'

2.-/r/ in the middle of words.

10[ttriy) 'Terry' [mmriy1 'marry'
.

(bgriy) 'berry' [ ' [)fry) 'Larry'

[:likriy] 'merry -
`....., (hiy) 'Harry'

%..-
..6r

.[v4riy] 'very' [k6riy] 'carry'

[mtriy] -4.Maryl
E tr,i.y1

!sorry'

3. Sentences for practice.

1) Run., Roy, runt

2) Larry likes rice.

3) He runs in the rcdn.

41,

Y

4) Marby will marry HFry.

5) The rat ran around the

room,

C. The pronunciation of [-r] at the end of words.

The purpose of the following drill is tc help ynu to pronounce /r/
at the end of words. The symbol / : / indicates that the preceding
vowel sound is long.

0-

Amida4414.-

[taro t6re t5ra to:r] tore

[p6r,) p5ro pyre po:r] pour

[f 6r3 f6ro fcro fo,r] four

[m6ra mars mArl m5:11 more

fd6ro d6ro d6ro d6.r.1 doer
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2.

tare are era a:r] are

fkara khra khro kasrl car

[fare fare fare -fair] far

Negro bare bare' ba:r1 bar

[d4aro d3ara damp dzasr]jar

3. [-uwrl

ittlwro tour

[1111wr1 Own, rnvzra -31!=.7:r] poor

[Silwro 5.1517r0 56usr]sure

4. [-eyr]

fialyro ?,gyro Ayr-) ko'..71r1
cart?.

Efeyro fdyro fkro feyiri fair

[-b_54yr.) t54yrD tyro tSepr] chair

[hw4yr.) hx4yr1 hvg:ro 11-;:ey:r] where

[heyr1 hdyre h4yro hey:r] hair

[54yro 8eyro 64yro Bey- :r] there

D. The Consonant Sound / 1 /.

Practice the following common words containing the "L sound" /1/1
as in let and call.

LISTEN, THEN REPEAT:

let lock eleven well

like low million all

last lie billion feel

letter law hello sell

late lose July call
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t. The "L" sound before vowels.

1. Repeat the following words C;er the teacher:

Lee

Lou

Lynn

lay

lcm-

law
7

dike

et
r.

-Light

line

loud

lean

2. The "L" sound AFTER vowels.

Learn tc pronounce these words correctly by listening to end
then imitating the teacher.

[°] [uw] . [ay]
all cool, Ill

call tool tile

ball 'school file

fall fool mile

wall you'll while

[ 0 [e] [i.y]

ill Itl eel

kill tell feel

'bill bell veal

fill fell she'll

pill sell he'll

will well real

We.

F. The /1/ sound after the vcwel /ey/ contrasted with /e/

Learn to distinguish between the words of columns 1 and 2, both in hearh4
hearii.g and in proaeuncing.

1. !el 2. / yl/

"1" ayl] ale

tell [tcl - te tale

bell [bel

,
:

beAil ] ball

fell :fcl - feyl] fail

well [wsi - veyl] whale

eall [3s1 scyl] sale

yell rycl - .1 1
, -,,.. Yale

f'---
- ;::.0 -
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Now you-will hear some pairs of words which differ in having the
"L scund"/T as in lie, or the "R sound" In as in Ia. The first
word.has 1 ; the second word has /r/.

LIS:E2/1 ThTN REPEAT:

lie-rye line-Rhine low-row mull-myrrh

dill-deer look-rook lock-rock lake-rake

list-wrist light-right lobe-robe lid-rid

loss-Ross

nil-near

lace-race

pole -pour

sill-seer -loc11-bore

Now you will hear scme other pairs of words which differ in having the
sound", as in lie, or the "R sound" /r/, as in rye. Here the first

word has /r/, and the second word has /1/.

LISTEN, TREN REPEAT:

rid-lid raid-laid royal-loyal reach-leech

ruse-lose rip-lip wrap-lap rot-lot

road -load rest-lest root-loot rag-lag

rear-rill

rcomlcom

gore-goal

rain-lane

mire-mile tore-tall

Pronunciation of In contrasting with /1/

Pronounce the following words:

1 /r/ 2 /1/

[1-0] raw [lo] law

[row] row [low] low

[mp] rap [1:Ao] lap

[rck] rack [ lack

[riyp] reap [liyp] leap

[riyd] read [ 3 iydl lead

[myra] rain [lo:n] lane
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J. SliNTENCES with /r/.

1. Ittsraining rather hard today.

2. Are ycu ready to -go, Robert?

3. Rachelts roommate is named Ruth.

4. Would you rather have a radiosor a-lecord player?

K. SENTENCES with /1/

1. We all like to get letters.

2. Carolyn lives on Lowell Lane.

3. Do you feel weel today?

4. Does he like tc look at televisicn?

L. SENTENCES with In and /1/.

1. I like rare steak.

2. Rose didn't feel well yesterday.

3. Are you locking for a restaurant?

4. Remember to read lesson eleven.
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/y/ voiced

/w/ voiced

LESSON XIII.

/ y / and / w /

Tongue position for /if; tcngue glides quickly
tc position for following vowel scund; impossible
tc pronounce alone.

Lips and tongue in position for /ut; lips and
tcngue glide quickly to position for following
vowel sound; impossible to pronounce alone,

A. The Consonant Sound /y/.

Practice the following common words containing the "Y sound" /y/,
as in you.

LISTEN, THEN REPEAT:

you

your

January

excuse

year

usually

use (v.)

use (n.)

yes

yesterday

yet

yellow

billion

young

beyond

yard

United States few million Yankee

R. LISTF, THE REPEAT:

/y/ use, year, young, senior, million, popular, yeaterday

. /y/ you, your, yes, year, young, yard, yellow, January(yu)

C. The Consonant Sound /w/.

The "W sound" in English is made with the lips
high and back, at the beginning of the sound.
like /d/.
Practice the following common words containing
in week.

LISTEN, THEN REPEAT:

rounded, and the tongue
The sound is toiced,

the "W sound" NI as

week wait won't were

one work wonder was

well wish welcome willing

woman will window weather

women with anyway weight

want would warm world
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D. LISTEN, TPIN REPEAT:

/w/

[wa :inl wine

[wet] wet

[wv1] wait

[mi7n] wane

we

(west3 west

[went] went

/W/ week, walk, work, word, onekarill twelve, wihter, window

/w/ Y /wa 1, want, wait, wear, wife, watch, William

E. SENTENCES with /y/.

1. Do you use Practice Your English in class?

2. s your sister..,krounger than you?

3. Tale is a famousersity in the United States.

4. tast year, they used to play tennis everyday.

F. SENTENCES with /w /.

1. We always walk to work.

2. One day a week, we usually wash our clothes.

3. Why do you want to know?

4. The weather was warm this week, wasn't it?



/h/ voiceless

LESSON XIV

A. The Consonant Sound /11.

/ h /

A puff of air over the vocal cords; tongue
and lips in position for following sound;
pure aspiration, but light as a breath of
air.

The "H sound" in English is ':Wade by blowing out. The lips and tongue

are in the position for the following sound.

Practice the following common words containing the "H sound" /h/, as

in here.

LISTEN, THEN REPEAT:

here hundred house hand

hear home head habit

how ahead heavy half

hello help heard hair

high hard hot heat

whc hope horse health

whose hotel . heart human

B. LISTEN, THEN REPEAT:

/h/ he, has, have; home, hard, how, who, housewife, homework
hospital, one hundred

/h/ who,how, here, ha.gh, hello, hurry, housework

C. Now you will hear some pairs of words which differ in having, the

"H sound" /h/, as in here. The first word does not have /h/; the

second word has' /h /.

LISTEN, THEN REPEAT:

ill -hill am-ham all-hall air-hair

eat-heat it-hit at-hat E-he

ear-hear is-his eye-hi as-has

add-had Ed-head art-heart and-hand

A-hay ate-hate odd-hod old -hold

all-hall awl-howl arm-harm ale-hale
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D. SE2.4TENCES with /h/.

1. Is it his hat?

2. We hear with our ears.

3. Hello, Ellen.

4. I hate ham: but I ate it anyway.

5. Here's your hat.

6. He likes hot dogs and hamburgers.

7. Is that a boarding house or a hotel?

8. Hcw hot it is in here:

LESS ON XV

REVIEW ALL CONSCNANT SOUNDS



LESSON XVI

[ ), [e] and [

A. The Vcwel Sound N.

Clcsely relatzd to [iy); same narrow opening
between lips; lips draw back less tensely
than forftyl; tip of tcngue may touch lower
teeth; middle cf tongue slightly lower than
for(iy] and sides cf tongue on upper teeth.

Practice the following conncn words containing the "short I sound,'
/i,/, as in pit.

.

LISTEN, THEN REPEAT:

2.1.11 give his big

it live been sing dip

is 15,50 think hit

in 16, 60 minute million

him' will sit wish

with which women Miss

this did busy Mister

thing didn't business Mrs.

B. SENTENCES with Af.

1. This is it.

2. Miss Mills thinks it's big.

3. Which children did it?

4. Is it his?



[ el

More open than /e/; jaw drops a little m*
lips drawn back less tensely than for /e/
by relaxing the corners of the mouth; fro:
of tongue a little lower and more relaxed,
and sides of tongue barely touching upper
teeth.

C. The Vowel Sound (0,

WCRDS FREQUENTLY USED

Practice the following commn words containing the "short E sound " /e/
as in pet.

LISTEN, THEN REPEAT:

pet when F,L,M,N,S,X Wednesday

get weather ten February

let dead eleven September

yes sell twelve December

them any 7,17,70 tell

men many well then

says very better again

said yet best friend

D. SENTENCES with [61.

1. Let's get Ed a pen.

2. Many men said yes.

3. When did Ted send the letter?

4. The weather's better in September.



E. The Vowel Sound [ x1.

Mcre open than(e) ; jaw drcps a little more;
lips drawn back in a laughing pcsition; tip
of tongue receded from lower teeth; front cf
tongue a little lower and sides cf tongue no
longer touching upper teeth.

Practice the following common words containing the "short A sound"
[ a ], as in pat.'

(Some speakers'of English have `the sound / ea/ in words like "pat,
clap, backl'catch" and the other words in the first and second columns;

they may raves different sounds, which we write /a / or /eh/ in words like
"man, bad, cab", are in other words in the third and fourth columns.
Other speakers of English have the same vowel-sound in all the words.
below. Both pronunciations are correct.)

LISTEN, THEN REPEAT:

pat back man Can

at that ask bad

as catch glad last

has Saturday cab laugh

have perhaps understand half

had matter bag class

F. SENTENCES with [ m 1.

1. Jack can't understand that.

2. That an ran after his hat.

3. Half the class has had it.

4.. Has Dad had a nap?
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G. /I/ contrasted with A/.

Concentrate only on the pronunciation of these words.

Now you some pairs of words which differ only in having
the ushort.I sound" /1/, as in pit, cr the "short E sound" /e/,
as in pet.

LIST:, THEN REPEAT:

pit-pet miss-mess sit-set did-dead

pick-peck rid-red nick-neck pig-peg.

. Sid-said bit-bet lid-led mitt-met

hid-head knit-net bliss-bless pin -pen

din -den win -when Jim -gem since-sense

string-strength imminent-eminent in-N

H. /Ii contrasted with /i/.

1. Pronunciation of the following pairs of words:

[ I ] [ &

[m1t] mitt [met]" met

[bid] bid [bed] bed

[art] sit [set] set

[tin] tin [ten] ten

[ 3 xml Jim rjem] gem

[big] big__ [beg) beg

2. Pronunciation of the following sentences:

a. (ay layk blgrPmz]

lay layk blgriim2)

b. [bats a gudF;rd)

[Omts a gudFad]

5" - 50-

I like Big amis.

I like big gems.

That's a good bid.

That's a good bed.
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I. /e contrasted with / /.

Ncw you wi11 hear scree pairs cf words which differ only in having
the "short E sound" /e/, as in pet, cr the "short A sound" /ml,
gs in pat.

LISTEN, THE! REPEAT:

pet-pat mess-mass dead-Dad set-sat

peck-pack neck-knack beg:bag bed-bad

said-sad met-mat net-gnat led -lad

then-than merry-marry very-vary 14-8211

lend-land spend-spanned N-an

J. Learn to distinguish between

1. [s] 2. [e]

Ed [ed Pd] add

bed [bed bed] bad

said [sed. sea] sad

head [hed h53(1] had

set [set set] sat

bet [bet but] bat

men [men man] man

beck [bek bek] back

beg [15Peg bag] bag

K. LISTENING PRACTICE

1. Same or Different? [a] or []

Ask the students tc say "same" cr "different", use the following

pairs:
Ed - add. head- had back - back

bed - bad sat - set beck - back

bad - bad set sat beg - bag

said-sad bat f bet bad - bed

head-head men - man men - man
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2. Which are the same?

Ask the students to tell which are the same. Vett the following set,

Ed - Ed - add (1,2) man - men - men (2,3)

bed - bed - bad (1,2) men - men - men (1,2)

said - sad said(1,3) beck - back -. back (20)

head - had - had (2t3) beg - beg - bag (1,2)

heed head - had (1,2) bad - b l - fed (1,2)

set - set - set (1,2,3) said - sad - said (1,3)

set sat - set (1,3) head - head - had (1,2)

L. /1/ contrasted with tall and [e]

Each cf the followinr Krcups cf wards includes one word with one of
the "short A sounds" /ce/ cr /eh/, another word. with "the short E some
/e /, and a third word with "the short I scund" /i/.
LISTEN, THEN REPEAT:
pit-pet-pat pat-pet-pit miss -mess -mass mass-mess-miss

sit-set-sat set-sit-sat did-dead-Dad dead-did-Dad

lid-led-lad. led-lad-lid pick-peck-pack pick-pack-peck

nick-neck-knack knack-nick-neck mitt-pet-mat mat-met-mitt

knit-net-gnat gnat-knit-net is-says-has has-says-is

bin-Ben-ben Ben-bin-ban pin -open -pan in-N-an

mirrcr-merrrmerry drible-rebel-rabble

M. LISTEN, THEN REPEAT:

A. Sentences with /i/ B. Sentences with /e/

,l. This is it. 5. Let's get Ed a pen.

2. Miss Mills thinks it's big. 6. Many men said yes.

3; Which children did it? 7. When did Ted send the letter`

4. Is it his? 8. The weather's better in
September.



SENTENCES with [89],

)

, .

9. Jack can't understand that.

10. That an ran after his hat.

11. Half the class has had it.

12. Has Dad had a nap?



LESSON XVII

[ a ], f a 1; and [

Review Lessen I cf Supplementary
Pronunciation Drills --Final / and /z sounds.

The Vowel.Scurd /a3 /

Lesson XVI for ?ronunciation Drills of This Vowel Sound,/

[ a ]

The Vowel Sound /a/.

The Vowel Sound /a /.

Most open vowel sound; jaw drops
considerably, leaving large opening
between lips; lips rounded and relaxed;
tipeof tongue receded; tongue low inmouth.

More closed than /a/; jaw raised a
little; lips rounded and somewhat
protruded; tongue drawn back a little.

A. contrasted with /6 /.

1. Pronounce some of the words below in contrast. Ask the studentsto notice the difference in these contrastive words.
2. Drill for recognition of /a/ and /a3/ using the words below:

114/ 2 /Ea /

[hat] hot
[hat] hat

Ekat] cots
=

[}fit] cat

[not] not Inmt] gnat

[bak] bock, ' (bek] back
(tat] tot [tat] tat
[laid lock [imk] lack
[kap] cop [kap] cap
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3. Choral and individual repetition of the words on each lines

/hat/ /kat/ /not/ /bak/ /tat/ /lak/ /kap/

[hot] [kat] [nat] [bmid [t t] [1mk] [kmp]

4. Choral and individual repetition of the words in pairs:

/hat/ /hmt/ /kat/ /kmt/ /flat/ /nmt/ /ba/ /bak/

/tat/ /tat/ /laW /1mk/ /kap/ /kap/

5. Opposite response drill using the following words:

/a/ not cot not bock tot lock cop

A/ hat cat gnat back tat lack cap

6. Choral and individual pronunciation of the contrastive

sentences below:

1. a [may kat IzibIg] My cot is big.

b [may kat IzibIg] My car is big.

a [6o toy iz na balsak] The toy is in the sock.

b Da toy iz na 6oimk) The toy is in the sack.

7. Choral and individual pronunciation of the groups of words below:

flat] lot

[ am] calm

[natFr] not calm

[a a big hat

[lor2Pat] a long cot

[natITY.2d]
not bad

[pRacn) a man

[in 9.5mg] in a bag

[In aPrak] in a sack

[an hrzjiiqt] cn his hat
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8. Memorize the following conversation:

A [haw_yroz yur N4!,] 'Haw was your exam?'

B [It wazinatibOa] It was pot bad.

A [did yurriMs1 Did you pass?

B i.a_y[homlso7] I hope so.

/a/ contrasted with / 3/.

There are many regional variations in the pronunciation of the
"short 0 sounds". A large number of Americans use the vowel sound
in the words in Column I and Column II below, and the vowel sound
in the words in Column III and Column IV. Imitate your teacher's
pronunciation.

Practice the following common words
the /a/ and A/1 as in pot, dog.

LISTEN, THEN REPEAT:

containing the "short 0 sounds"

I II III IV

pot hot dog water

not dollar chalk call

got October gone long

box job tall lost

doctor o'clock often coffee

a lot watch song off

C. /a/ contrasted with Ai/.

Now you will hear score pairs of words which differ in their vowel-
sounds: the "short A sound" /3/, as in lack, or /eh/, as in mass;
the "short 0 sound" /a/, as in pot; or ATT-as in dog;

LISTEN:THEN REPEAT:

last - lest gnat - knot

sadden - sodden

blardr. - bicnder
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stack - stock

rang - wrong

battlP - bottle



D. contrasted with /a/ and /)/.

Ncw you will hear sme pairs of words which differ only in their
vcwel-sounds' the "short A sourd" As/1 as in lack cr /eh/ as in
mass; the "short 0 sound" /1/1 as in lock, or /o/ as in mess.

LISTEN, THEN REPEAT:

pat-pct lack-lock mass-moss bass-boss

nap-mop iag-lcg knack-knock bag-bog

sad-sod gnat-not cat-cot rat-rot

hat-hot add-cdd cab-cob jab-job

nib-knob had-hcd hag-hog tang-tong

rang-wrong sang-song passable-
possible

impossible-
impassable

E. SENTENCES with /a/ or b/

1. The clock stopped.

2. It's not a lot.

3. Tom got the jcb in October.

4. The coffee's strong.

5. Ed lost his dog.

6. Is the song very long?

SENTENCES with /3 /, /a/, and /)/

I want a ham sandwich--not a hot sandwich.

2. Has Ann gct a job?

3. What had Jack's boss wanted?

4. Bob got back at one Acicck.



LESSON XVIII

[ Ea 1, [ a ), and [ ]

Review all the simple vowel sounds in lessons XVI, XVII and XVIII.

A. The Vowel Sound P. /.

(Fcr formation of vowel sound

[m%6]

[h2d]

[rzola:T]

[1.3!:1

[taks)

[on2loals]

[gr

[dicoademtk]

[Invaarbl]

B. The Vowel Sound

[0]

/0 /.

and drills see Lesson XVI.)

wax

hand

analyse

lack

tax

activities

analysis
4

character

grammar

academic

invaluable

Lazy, effortless sound in neutral
position; lips not drawn back and not
rounded, but completely relaxed in
natural open position; tip cf tongue
touches nothing; tongue relaxed 3n
flo:r of mouth; sound called the schwa.



Practice the following common words containing the "short V sound"
/6/, as in putt.

LISTEN, THEN REPEAT:

putt a cup was double

up the cup from trouble

us some Sunday touch

but of Monday mother

under month money brother

sun another scn love

much does above one

just done encugh won

one hundred come young number

C. SENTENCES with ib/.

1. The sun comes up at seven.

2. Mother love6 the Summer months.

3. Does Sunday come before Monday?

46 Hasn't Gus won enough money?

More closed than[o); jaw raised a little
more, with opening wider horizontally but
narrower between teeth; lips less rounded
but somewhat protruded; tongue drawn back
and upward with sides touching upper teeth.

D. The Vowel Sound [u]

Practice the following common words containing the "short 00 sound",
/u/, as in put.

LISTEN, THEN REPEAT:

put foot wood wouldn't pull

good could wool cook look

book ft should couldn't woolen took

woman. would shouldn't push full



E. SENTENCES with [u]

1. Would this be a gocd bock?

2. He shouldn't have stood on that foot.

3. She took the book and put it away.

4. Look at that pretty woman.

F. Cu] contrasted with Cal

Now you will hear some pairs of words which differ in their vowel

sounds: The "short U sound" /ah as in putt; the nshort 00 sound"
/u/ as in put.

LISTEN, THEN REPEAT:

putt-put luck -look cud-could buck-book

tuck-took stud-stood crux-crooks put-putt

look-luck could-cud book-buck took - tuck:

stood-stud crooks-crux

G. SENTENCES with Cu) and [al

( 1. She couldn't have stood the sight of blood.

2. Should one push it up, or pull it down?

3. The woman wouldn't come up.

4. Good luck!

H. Pronunciation of /u/ versus /a/.

1. Pronounce some of the words below in pairs. Ask the students
to notice the contrastive sounds.
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2. Drill for reccgnition of /U/ and /V:

/3/ /
[b7k] lcck [lak] luck

[buk] book Lbo :J buck

[pct] put [103t] putt

[tlz] took [to's.) tuck

[_° d] could [lad] cud

[ruf] roof [roil rough

I. Ad contrasted with As/.

Pronounce the fcllcwing words belcw in pairs;

/
lock lack

bock back

put pat

tuck tack

root rat

soot sat



[all

MSS ON XIX

ay / and Jaw

Tongue and lips begin in position
for[e] and change rapidly to position
for[ z]

A. The Vowel Sound / ay /.

Practice the following common words containing the "long I sound"/ay /, as iII gab.

LISTEN, THEN REPEAT:

sigh like Friday night

I,Y my July eye

5 mine all right fine

9,19,90 time write IV
hi child why buy

high might nice goodbye

B. SENTENCES with /ay /.

1. I'd like to buy a nylon tie.

2. My child likes ice cream.

3. Why arrive at five to nine?

4. try to find time by Friday.

Caui
Tongue and-lipi-begin in position for
(a) and change rapidly to position for
Cu]

The Vowel Sound /aw/.

Practice the following common words with the "OU sound" jaw/, asin house.

LaTEN, THEN REPEAT:

GI 62
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D.

house power south mouth

out down cow proud

hour doubt towel around

Our now found ounce

noun town sound pound

about mouse thousand amount

how cloudy ground round

SENTENCES with taw/.

1. Around and about are not nouns.

2. I doubt that he's downtown.

3. How much is a pound of ground round? (steak)

NOTE: Mclny Americans say /avr/ instead of /aw/1 and find the
latter sound artificial.

E. SENTENCES with /ay/ and taw/.

1. The amount is about right.

2. At five to nine he's downtown.

3. Now my child likes the house.

(Li;
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/oy/

LESSON XX

/oy/ and /ow/

Tongue and lips begin in position for
[o]and change rapidly to position for
[I] .

A. The Vowel Sound /oy/.

Practice the following common words containing the "OY Sound" boy/l
as in 12y.

LISTEN, THEN REPEAT:

1229 noise joy

choice noisy join

toy coin Hoyt

annoy oil . Freud

B. SENTENCES with /oy /.

1. Roy's enjoying his toys.

2. The boys are rather noisy.

enjoy.

boil

avoid

oyster

C. The Vowel Sound /ow/.

Practice the following common words containing the "long 0 sound"
/ow/, LS in know.

LISTEN, THEN RZFEAT:

f

_noes go close (

Ohio

--,
'0 so clothes show

no told home both

nose don't whole Oklahoma

coat won't telephone told..

17:v,,,nber over ronent only

hold those chose though
. ft,
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D. .IMITATION DRILL

Learn to pronounce the following words containing the vcwel sound

/ow/. Listen to and repeat after the teacher.

/ow/ /ow/ /ow/

no slow soap

N
go joe home

toe boat bone

so coat \ cone

low goat phone

E. SENTENCES with /ow/.

1. Rose and Joan don't know yet.

2. Oh, did Joe go home?

3. Both those cars are pretty old.

F. /oy/ contrasted with /cw/.

Repeat the following pairs.

/037/ /ow/

boy bow

toy toe

scy soy

joy Joe

Roy row

noise nose

boil bowl

G. SENTENCES with /oy/ and /ow/.

1. The boys won't annoy Jce.

2. Telephone Rcyvs home.

3. Those toys are noisy.
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LESSON' XXI

/ I / and / iy /

A. The Vowel Sound /I/.

See Lesson XVI for explan:ion and drills.

J

Narrow opening between lips; lips drawn
back rather tensely in smiling position;
tip of tcngue may touch lower teeth;
middle of tongue pressing against hard
palate and sides of-tongue against upper
teeth.

B. The Vowel Sound /iy/.

Practice the following cram= words containing the "long E sound"
/iy/, as in see.

171:STEN, THEN REPEAT:

see he week maybe

B,C,D,E she , meet need

G,P,T,V,Z we evening complete

three these, please keep

be mean seem people

A
me believe the(elephant) leave

C.NSENTENCES with /iy/

1. Keep these three for me, please.

2. He sees me three evenings a week.

3. These people seem tc believe me.



D. /I/ contrasted with /iy/.

THIS IS A VERY IMPORTANT SECTICN. Ncw you will hear some pairs of

words which differ in their vowel sounds. The first word has the

"short I sound" /1/1 as in live, the second word has the "long E

sound" /iy,/, as in leave.

LISTEN, THEN REPEAT:

pit-Pete live-leave rid-read sin-seen

sick-seek sit-seat chip-eheap gyp-jeep

slip-sleep ship-sheep lip-leap fit-feet

grits-greets mitt-meet hitrheat dip-deep

E. /1y/ contrasted with /I/

Ncw you will hear some pairs of Words which diffim in their vowel

sounds. The first word has the "long E sound" /iy/, as'in leave;

the second word has the "short I sound" /i/, as in live.

LISTEN, THEN REPEAT:

leave-live eat-it deed-did ease-is

cheek-chicken lead-lid he'd-hid tease-'tis

he's -his we'll-will green-grin bean-bin

Gene-gin feel-fill meal-mill these-this

steal-still kneel-nil deep-dip peat-pit

GrNTOCES wkth /1/ are /ix/.

1. Potato chips are cheap.

2. Did they fit his feet?

3. Please it in this seat.

4. I leave the house where I live at five o'clock.

5. Did he say "living" or nerving:1i/

G
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G. SENTENCES with /iy/ and Af.

1. He's been eating his meals at the mill.

2. Is the steel strike still on?

3. Which of these women die he see?

4. She didn't meet the three children -she missed thsm.

5. Is it easy?

1

H. Learn to distinguish between the words of columns 1 and 2..

1. /iy/ 2, /1/

-eat [ iyt - rt] it

seat (siyt - sit) sit

beat [bi:,t - bit). bit

feet [fiyt - fit) -fit

seen [sign -srn] sin

team [tiym - trm] Tim

sheep (5iyi5 - 6/D] ship

leave Isiyv - lxv] live

I, Learn to pronounce the !Mowing. Repeat after the teacher.

Ely I it] it [6iy 5/ 5/s) this

[tiy ti trm] Tim [glyn np] ship

[siy si sit] sit [liy li liv] live

[biy hi bIt] bit [diy (Ix did] did

mis] miss [fiyfx fin fish



3. LISTENING PRACTICE

1. Same or Different?

Ask the students to say "same" cr Mifferent"..Use the following

pairs:

eat-eat Tim-team

eat-it sheep-ship

seat-sit live-live

beat-beat live-leave

feet-fit sit-seat

sin-sin feet-feet

seen-sin feet-fit

2. Which zre7thepame?

Ask, the Students to tell which are the same. Use the fallowing

,setts

eat - eat - it (1,2) sin - sin - seen (1,2)
r.

eat,- it - eat (1,3) sin - seen - sin (1,3)

it - it - eat (1,2) Tim - Tim - team (1,2)

seat - sit - sit (2,3) team - Tim - team (1,3)

bit - bit - bit (1,2,3) sheep - sheep - ship (1,2)

beat - bit - beat ( 1,3) ship - sheep - sheep (2,3)

fit - feet - feet (2,0) leave - leave - live (1,2)
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LESSON XXII

[ E ] and [ ey

Review Lessen III cf Supplementary Pronunciation Drills
for Final /t/ and /d/ sounds.

A. The Vowel Sound /e/.

See lesson XVI for explanation and drills.

/ ey /

4V.122.2

More open than /1/ and /i/; jaw drops a
little; lips drawn back rather tensely;
tip of tongue may touch lower teeth;
middle of tongue slightly lower than for
/i/ and sides touching upper teeth; when
stressed, pronounced x /.

B. The Vowel Sound /ey /.

Practice the following common words with the "long A s.und" /ey/,as in say.

LISTEN, TIN REPEAT:

say May place same

A,J,K,H may wait name

8,18,80 way weight vacation

C. SENTENCES with /ey/

1. They say they'll take a vacation.

2. Eight days in April, and 18 in May.

3. The rain in Spain stays mainly in the plain." *

* From George Bernard Shaw's play Pygmalion.

4

D

E

E.
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D. /e/ contrasted with /ey/.

THIS IS A VERY mTnarom SECTION. Now you will hear some pairs of
words differ in their vowel sounds. The first word has the "short

E sound" /e/, as in let;, the second word has the "long A sound" /ey/,
as in late.

LISTEN, THEN REPEAT:

pet-pate let-late debt-date red-raid

bet-bait met-mate pen -pain den-Dane

led -laid wet-wait get-gate Ed-aid

Ned-neighed pepper-paper wreck-rake ebb-Abe

fed-fade breed- braid west-waste special-spatial

E. /ey/ contrasted with /e /.

Now you will hear some., pairs of words which differ in their vowel
sounds. The first word has the "long A sound" /ey/, as in late;
the second word has the "short E sound" /e/, as in let.

LISTEN, THEN REPEAT:

late-let main-men age-edge wade-wed

stayed-stead wage-wedge taste-test chased-chest

Yale-yell phase-fez lace-less tale-tell

James-gems sale-sell quail-quell waste-west

spatial-special aches-X

F. LISTENING PRACTICE

1. Same or Different?

Ask the students to say "same"
pairs:

Ise - st]

Es& 0077.;

[M6 - re 7]

main - main,

men - main

wet - wait

late - let

or "different".

- 71 - "

date - date

debt - date

pain - pen

pen - pain

get - gate

wait - wet

pain - pain

Use the following



2. Which are the same?

Ask the students to tell which are the same. Use the following
sets:

men - men - main (1,2) late - late - let (1,2)

men - main - men (1,3) let - late - late (2,3)

wet - wet - wait (1,2) date - debt - date (1:13)

pain - pen - pain (1,3) get - get - gate (1,2)

pain - pen - pen (2,3) bet - bet - bit (1,2)

pen - pen - pain (1,2) men - main - men (1,3)

G. SENTENCES -with lei and /ey /.

1. They get ten days' vacation.

2. On what date was the debt paid?

3. Your weight is greater when you're wet.

4. Did they say "pepper" or "paper"?

H. SENTENCES with /ey/ and /e/.

1. They went to bed late.,

2. Jane said they'd already met her.

3. Did she take the dress with less lace?

4. They stayed instead of us.



LESSON XXIII

More closed than /C/; jaw raised a little ,
more, with opening wider horizontally but
narrower between teeth, lips lass rounded
but somewhat protruded; tongue drawn back
and upward with sides touching upper teeth.

A. The Vowel Sound /u/

Practice the following common words containing the "short 00 sound"
, /n/, as in put.

LISTEN, THEN REPEATi

put foot wood wouldn't pull

good could wool cook look

book should couldn't woolen took

woman would shouldn't push full

B. Practice the following common words.

[mud] would [wud] wood

[endTstud] understood [full full

[nd] should [ ugr] sugar

[sut] soot [buk] book

[lck] look [put] put

[gud] good [tuk] took

[rut] roof

C. SENTENCES with /j/

1; Woule this be good book?

2. He shouldn't hnve stood cn that foot.

3. She took the book and put it away.

4. Look at that pretty woman.
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Jaw almost closed,legving very small,
round opening, lips rather tensely
rounded and well protruded in whistling
position, tip of tongue touches nothing,
back of tongue-raised and touching
velum.

D. The Vowel Sound /uw /

Practice the following common words containing the "long 00 sound",
/uw /, as in two.

LISTEN, THEN REPEAT:

too soon prove shoe

two (2) who proof through

to whom choose soup

do whose spoon group

afternoon food loose tooth

you move lose blue

E. SENTENCE with /uw/.

1. Do you have a loose tooth?

2. I'm moving to another room this afternoon.

3. Whose group do you belong to?

F. /uw/ contrasted with /u/.

Now you will hear some pairs of words which differ in their vowel
sounds: the first wore has the "short 00 soune" /u/, as in put and
good; the second word hf..s the ."long 00 sound" /uw /, as in too.

LISTEN, THEN REPEAT:

pull - pool full - tool stood - stewed wood - woed
. /

lock - Luke ccuIc7/- cooed shcuic shoed hood - who'd

book 2 rebuke scct- suit foot - refute put - inpute

Toots - toots lcc,k - leukemia wooden - wound
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Ycu have already studied the "short 00 sound" /u/. Although this

sound does not occur in very many words, the words in which it does

occur are very frequently used.

SAY: put good look woman foot could should would wood wool took

look stood push pull full.

2.

Teacher should pronounce the following words in pairs.'

Students listen. Direct the students attention tc the vowel

sound in each word.

Drill for recognition of /uw/ and /u/ below. Use the following

types of drills.
a. Teacher: stewed, stood same or different?

Students: different

(continue exercise)

b. Teacher: fool, fool, full, which are the same?

Students: one and two

c./'leacher: should-column one or two?

Students: two.

1 /uw/ 2 /u/

/suwt/ suit /sut/ soot

/luwk/ Luke /luk/ look

/guwd/ gooed /gud/ good

iwuwd/ wooed /wud/ wood

/fuwl/ fOol /ful/ full

/suwd/ shoed /sud/ should

R. SENTENCES with /u/ ci.. /uw/.

1. Would some good ford youyou in a good mood?

2. Ruth should move to a good rooming house.

. Choral and individual pronunciation of the pairs of sentences below:

1. a riAlwk kr)5IrJ Luke, come here.

b rift_Tk karini-H Look! Come here.

2. a Ms suJt I74!)ILek] This suit is black.

b. Ms sut rz_511t1 This coat is black.
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LESSON XXIV

VOITELS BEFORE R /

ii/, / &/, /1/, /6/, /u/, /0 /, and /o/

The vowel sou xis before R. The contrasts are those made in onevariety of standard rortheaste:m speech, Remember that there aremany correct ways of Pl.onouncing American English, and that thereare very many differences,
from region to region, in the

pronunciation of the simple and complex vowels before R.

LISTEN, TFEN REPEAT: (First repeat each column (I,II,etc), thenrepeat each line (1,2, etc).

I II III IV V VI
/ihr/ /ehr/ /ohr/ /uhr/ /a(h'ir/ / (h)r/

1. ear air oar are err

2. peer pair pour poor par purr

3. mere mare more moor mar myrrh

4. sear Sarah sore Saar sir

5. tear(n) tear(v) tore tour tar turn

E. SEY,TEYCM

1. The girls were wearing scarves and earmuffs and their
warmest coats.

2. We're parking your car over there

C. /ihr/ Sound.

Practice the following common words containing the "long E-R sound"/ihr/, as in ear.

LISTEN, THE::: REPEAT:

ear tear(n,) rear Shakespeare

hear de-7_r merely cheerful

here :e-r fear superior

nrs'r weary interfere beer

7 117- 74 -
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D. SMENCES with /ihr/

1. Keep the ear-phones nearer, dear.

2. Shakespeare's ring Lear showed here last year.

E. /ehr/ sound.

Practice the following common words containing the "long 11.-R sound"
/ehr/, as in air.

LISTEN, THEN REPEAT:

air their fare various

hair there fair chair

care where Mary spare

stairs wear tear(v.) Claire

F. SENTENCES with /ihr/.

1. Where are the stairs?

2. Careful! Don't. tear it on that chair.

G. /ahr/ Sound.

Practice the following common words containing the "AR sound"
/ar,ahr/, as in are.

LISTEN, THEN REPEAT:

I II III IV

are far yard tomorrow

R heart bar sorry

larch hard barred orange

large army parking Florida

car par(don me) farm Oregon

A speaker from the New York City area st-y/ar/ or /ahr/ in all these
words. Some speakers say /ar/ or /or/ in these words in Column IV,
like sorry. New England speech characteristically has Ae(h)r/ for
/a(h).7.7,-cs in park the car. Imitate yorx teacher's pronunciation.

77



M.

H. SENTEYCES with /ahr/.

1. Park the car in the back yard.

2. Florida and Oregon are pretty far apart.

I. Ahr/ Sound.

Practice the following common words containing the "lasound", /ar,
ahrA, as in were

LIS1 THEN Kali:

were learn wcrse skirt

thirteen person worst. shirt

thirty sir first hurry

Thursday girl early verb

her nervous work thorough

worry burn world earth

J. SENTEMES with /ehr/.

1. Were the little girls with her, sir?

2. Learn the first thirty verbs thoroughly.

K. /uhr/ Sourd.

Practice the following common words with the El.ong 1"--11 sound" /uhr/
as in sure.

sure Door Mtre tour

cure cure curious tourist
Ivelcome)

pure your jury insurance

L. SENT7.:CES with /uhr/.

1. Tv.:rists sholOA'be sure to drink pure water.

2. -1.-e sure tc :..heck your life insIlrane.

9
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II. /ohr/ Sound.

Practice the fallowing common words containing the "O-R sound",
as in four.

LISTEN, THEN REPEAT:

I II III IV

four (4) door . or hors-e----

folirteen (14) floor for war

pour 1 store fork - warm

more pork morning short

. NOTE: Many speakers have the vowel /oh/ in the words in all the
columns - I, II, III, and IV. Some other speakers have th6t vowel in
the words in Columns I and II, and he "short -0 tend" /o/ as In boss,\in the words in Columns III and IV r similar words. Such speakers
have a contrast between horse and hoa_ q, morning, and mourning:, war
and wore. Imitate yolir teacher's pronunciation.

There is consideiable eifference in prontatciation of these words in
various parts of the United States. Some have /oh/ in Columns I and II,
and /o h/ in Columns III and IV; other speakers may have /oh/ in all
these wcrds+ or /oh/ in all.

NV SENTENCES with /ohr/.

1. This store has four floors.

2. George just bought a four-door Ford.

LESSON XV

I

REVIEW TRUITANLTIONDRITJS FRcr usscNs xvi XXIV
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TPSSON I

VOWEL /a / / al/ SOU DS

Initial. /sp/ Cluster

A4 Pronounce the following contrasting pairs of words;
Learn to distinguish b/ 4e/ in both hearing and pronouncing.

but bit

fun fan

cut cat

ton tan

cup cap

but hat

B. Practice the following agraph

arj1c31/heriri waz /howl

der wszyrnVOIrj m ie ria s far e

egkel /herrn-Fez reT*ri

Tbr har ri aenkri arjkeldr

t

ri can t3 lit.
,

C. Pronunciation of CAN
1. When we use.can in stressed position. or before a pause, we

pronounce Amn /:
(stressed) Yes

,
he can. Can he? He can?

(before aPeuse)Georgecans, 4040 .

2. Wheh can is unstressed and not followed by 4 pause, we
pronounce
(untresse1) Mike can /kan/ speak Spanish

So can /ken/ George

3, cArlT always has the vowel / /
Su these two sentences out loud and ask your students to listen
orlrefully to the difference:

Tom can /kin/ speak Spanish.

Tom can't /kit [speak Spanish.

- 8t;



D. Choral and individual pronunciation of the followin
of sounds:

/asp.) aSpa aspa Sp3 spa spa

iaspik aspik aspik spik spit spik /

sets

E. SENTENCES FOR PRACTICES

1. Can you spsak Spanish? Yes, I can. I can spe1 Spanish.

2. Can you spell spoon? Yes, I can. I can spell spoon.

3. Spencer spoke_about his speech.

4. We don't eat spinach with a spoon.

5. The speech was on space travels.

,t



LESSON II

/stj CLUSTER

A. LISTEN THEN REPEAT:

Learn to distinguish the initial clusters in both hearing and
pronouncing.

/sp/ /st/

speal steal

spade staid

spare stare

spout stout

stool stool

B. Drill the following sets of sounds:

/ast3 asts asta sta sta sta /

astey astey astey stey stey stey/

C. SENTENCES* WITH /at/ FOR PRACTICE

I. The student studies at night.

2. Will the students stay for the story?

3. Stick the steak on the stove,

4. Steve stood on the step.

3. The-stew is ,stale.



LESSON _III

INITIAL /sk/ CLUSTER

REVIEW OF /s/ BEFORE /p/ /t/ /k/

A. Pronounce the following words in pairs:

/st/ steam /sk/ scheme

still skill

state skate

stare scire

store score

stab scap

stoop scoop

B. Drill the following sets of sounds:

/ask o esko osko sko sko sko /

ioskiy osid.y cskiy skiy skit' skit /

Choral and individual repetition. Sentences with /sk/.

1. Scott goes to school in Scotland.

2, Scott learned to skip in school.

3. Ask Mr. Skinner if we can skate here.

D. LISTEN. THEN REPEAT:

1. speal 2. steal

spill still

spade staid

sp:Ire stare

spout stout

spool stool

4 8
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/St/ /sk/

3. steam 4, scheme

spill still

state skate

stare scare

store score

stab scab

E. Which are the same?

1. Speal steal speal (1,3)

2. spare spare stare (1,2)

3. spool stool stool (2,3)

4. store store score, (1,2)

5. steam scheme vscheme (2,3)

8
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LESSON IV

INITIAL fen/ and ism/ CLUSTERS

A. Pronounce the following pairs of words. Ask the students to
notice the initial clusters.

1. /sn/ 2. ism/

sneer smear

sten smell

snack smack

snug smug

B. Drill the following sets of sounds:

1. /asna.p asnap asnmp snap snap snap /

tasnab asnab asnab snab snab snab/

2. /as_' asno asiaa sma sma sma

/ anak asmak asmak smak- smmk

as asmag asmag smog snag smog/

C. LISTEN THEN REPEAT:

Sentences with /sn/.

1. I suw a snake and a snail.

2. Don't sniff: Sneeze.

3. The snake and the snail are in the snow.

4. Mr.. Smith sneezes when it snows.

5. The Smiths are in the snack bar.

D. Sentence with /sm/;

1. The sm7.11 room smells of smoke.

2. Mr. Smith is very smart.

3. Do you smell' smoke, Mr. Smith?

6
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LESSON V4....,....!

INITIAL /sl/ and /sw/ CLVSTERS

A. Pronounce the following pairs of words.
to notice the initial clusters.

1. /sl/ 2. /sn/

sleak sneak

slip snip

q14:
slap snap

slide snide

slug snug

slob snob

3. /sw/ 4. /skw/

swear square

swat squat

B. Which are the same?

1. Sleak sneak sleak (1,3)

2. sneer square square (2,3)

3. squat squat swat (1,2)

4. slob snob snob (2,3)

5. slap slap snap (1,2)

Ask the students

C. Drill the following sets of sounds:

1. 3310 .oslo oslo slo sl slo

2. oslaw oslxr oslow slaw slur slow

Ofmo 3Sw) osw." c.:;o 3': i'3

14. as-aim oswim Daum s-w 171 17.7 171 C.:77



D. LISTEN, THEN REPEAT:

a) Sentences with Al/.

1. He spoke slow slang.

2. Can you sleep in a sleigh?

3. I can sleep in any slot.

4. It was a sleet slate.

b) Sentences with /sw /.

1. There are some swans in the swamp.

2. Mr. Swaim is a good swimmer.

3. The swallow ia swooping on a small fish.

4. The Sweden student swims very fast.



LESSON VI

FINAL CONSONANT CIUSTERS: Consonant + /5/

Remind your students that /s/ is added to nails
end in voiceless non--sibilant consonants: /pj, /t/,
/e/.

Pronounce the following pairs of wor,lsf
distinguish the ending clusters in both

Words ending in /-p/ sound. Final /-ps/

/-p/ /-Ps/

map maps

cap caps

cup cups

stop stops

hope hopes

shop shops

and verbs
/k /, /f/y

that
and

sti,lerts. to
a;.-J

B. Words ending in /--t/ sound. Final /-ts/ cluster.

/-t/ /-ts/

let lets

get gets

,coat coats

write write

date dates

night nights



iri JA&
ler

C. Words ending in / -k/ sound. Final /ks/ cluster.

/=k/ /-ks/

book books

clock clocks

week weeks/

walk walks

)ook locks

thank thanks

take takes

D. Words ending in /-f/ sound. Final /-fs/ cluster

/-f/ /-fs/

laugh laughs

cough coughs

stuff stuffs

telegraph telegraphs

roof roofs

hoof hocfs

E. Words ending in /70/. Final /-0s/ cluster.

/-°/

mouth

path

death

Ruth

berth

breath

/-Os/

mouths

paths

deaths

Ruth's

berths

breaths

ao

F.



F. fISTEr'l TFEr REPELT:

Sentences with /-ps/, /-ts/, /-ke/, /-fs/, and /-Gs/

1. Th=e chops don't sell maps.

2. Th-,nks for the books .and the cups.

3. She takes Ruth's handkerchiefs.

4. She sits in the park and waits for her friends.

5. He always walks tnd talks with re.

6. She th.7.nks Ruth for the coats.

7. He atuats and talks all the time.

8. Ruth speaks and writes French.



LESSON VII

CONSOANT CLUSTER: Consonant + /t/ ft

4

Remind ycur students that the ed ending (past terse and past
p-rticiple suffix) is prcncu ced /-t/ Liter verb stems ending in
11 voiceless sends excezd, t /-p/I /-k/, /-fl, /-s/ 1-5/ and.Fty.

Pronounce the icllcwing pairs cf wcrds. Ask your students to
distinguish the erdint-elusters in both hearing and prcncuicing.

ft. Words ending in /-p/. Final /-pt/ cluster.

/-IA/

shoppeds.cp

stcp

hope

mcp //

stopped

hoped

mopped

B. Words endin,7 in /-k/. 116.1 /-kt/ cluster.

/-k/ /-kt/

talk talked

liked

lcck_ locked

.walk walked

lock locked

back

C. Words erding in /-f/. Final 1-fti uater.

ccuen

tier

duff /

j-ft/ 2 .//

law-h.ed

enre1f:ed

-12-
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D. '..Tords -end inE in /-s/. Final /at/,ciuster.
.

Fstr.

passed

0 danced

noticed

miss missed

guess guessed

hiss hissed

liass

dance

Ictice

'Words ending irk, / -5/. Final / -'t/ cluster.

/- St/

wash washed

fish fished

rush rushed

cash cashed

fiPfsh finished

F. Words ending in /-tc/. Final /-tSV cluster.

Atf/ /-tSt/

reach reached

. watch watched

touch touched

scratch scratched

G T}TN REPEL.T!

Sentences with final clusters /-pt/, / -kt /, /-ft/, /-st/,

End /-tSt/.

1; 'They rushedut and watched the crcwd.

2. I w(rder-why he inuched when I talked.



3. We honed that she finished her work.

4. He walked Fay and looked h!IPPY.

'5. 11,..tth stopped here and left her car.

b. They danced while we watched television.

74. We checked the t4-e nnd missed the train.

H; Contraction & subject pronouns ere WOULD.

LISTS`:, THEN REPaTt
Nj

I'd /ayd/ she'd isiyd/

we'd /wiyd/
. you'd /yuwd/

he'd /hird .they'd /8eyd/

Practice the followinzs_entences:

1. He'd like another cup of coffee and I'd too.

2. He told me he'd ccr.e. He said he would.

-
;31,



LESSON VIII

FINAL CONSONANT CTUSTERT Consonant + /-z/

1. Remind your students that /-7,/ is added to nouns and verbs

that end in voiced consonants (non-sibilants) and vowels;

/-g/, /-v/y /-6/, /-1/, /-m/, and /-11.

2. Pronounce the fcllowin' pairs of words. Lsk your students

tc distinzuish the ending sounds in both hearing and pronouncing:

A. Words ending in /-b/. Final /-bzi cluster.

b/ /-bz/

cab cabs

rub rubs

club clubs

rcb robs

rub rubs

sob sobs

describe describes

Words ending in /-d /. Final /-dz/ cluster.

/--d/ /-d z/

add adds

read reads

ride rides

nod nods

bed beds

roads roads

blackboard blackboards



C. Words ending in /g/. Final /-gz/ cluster.

/-gi /-gz/

bag bags

egg eggs

rug rugs

deg dogs

dig digs

beg begs

drag drags

D. Words ending in /-v/. Final / -vz/ cluster.

/-v/ /-vzi

glove gloves

cave caves

stove stoves

live lives

leave leaves

drive drives

E. Words ending in /-6/. Final /-5,z/ cluster.

/- / /- z/

path pathes

cloth clothes

breath breathes

wreath wreaths

smooth smoothes

bath baths



F. LISTEN, T:17.-21 REPEAT:

Sentences with /-bz/, /-dz/, /-gz/, /-vz/, and / -6z /.

1. Bob's sister has two jobs.

2. These beds are more comfortable than Ed's.

3. Both the dog's legs are hurt.

4. toes the new house have two baths?

5. He sometimes reads while he rides on the bus.

6. Bob's father arrives at five o'clock everyday.

7. He always gives a present when he leaves.

B. This book describes paths and roads in the country.

9. Don't put the eggs in the bags.

G. Words ending in 1-1/. Final /-1z/ cluster.

1-1/ /-1z/

will walls

table tables

pencil pencils

spell spells

tell tells

smile smiles

H. Words ending in /-m/. Final /-mz/ cluster.

/-mz/

room rooms

name names

time times

poem _poems

come comes

swim swims

- 17 -
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Words onding in / -r /. /-nz/ cluster.

/-n/ /-nz/

pen pent

spcon spoons

noun nouns

run runs

rain rains

open opens

J. words ending 3n /-V. Final /-flz/ cluster.

/-12/ /-flz/

thing things

song songs

corning mornings

sing sings

bring brings

Virg rings

hang hangs

Y. 1A)rds ending in /-r/. Final /-rz/ cluster.

/-r/ /-rz/

car cars

chair chairs

letter letters

wear wears

appe~lr appears

interfere interferes

- l8 - 1UW ;



L. LISTEY, THFi. REPEkT!

Sentences with /-1z/, /-mill /-nz/, /-rz/.

1. How many times have you played these games?,

2. 'i:hat are the king's favorite sonzs?

3. The walls of these schools are made of brick.

L. Do you get many letters fro-. ycur sisters and brothers?

5. He rings the bells.

6. Put,.the bones in the pans.

7. She boil6 two bowls of rice.

8. The boy falls in the holes.

9. The gongs announce the ring's arrival.



LESSON IX

CC'SONANT CLUSTERS: Consonant + /-d/

Remind your students that /-d/ is added to regular verbs that

erd in vowels or in voiced.corsonants other. than /d/:

/ -b /, /-g/t /-z/1 /-d3/ /-m/1 /-1-.1/0 /-1/t /-r/;

Pronounce t'ne following pairs of words., Ask the students to

notice the ending sounds in both hearing and pronouncing:

A. Vords ending in /-b/. Final /-bd/ cluster.

/-b/ /bd/ .

rcb robbed

r1.2b rubbed

grab grabbed

describe described

B. Words endinein /-g/. Final /-gd/ cluster.

/-g/ i-gd/

lag lagged

brag bragged

beg begged

drag dragged

hug hugged

C. Words ending in /-v/. Final /-vd/ cluster.

/ -v,/

live lived

-celieve believed

receive received

errive arri7ed

trcve proved

r e roved

1U

E.

F.

1

1



D. ',:ords ending in /-V. Final /-5d/ cluster.

/-25/ /-5d/

bath bathed

breath breathed

srooth smoothed

cloth clothed

E. NOrds ending in /-dz/. Final /-dzd/ cluster.

/-(171/ /-c14d/

engage engaged

judge judged

change changed

urge urged

oblige

F. LISTEN, THE!'' REPEATS

Sentences with k-bd/1 / -gd /, /-vd/, /-6d/1 and /-d3d/.

1. They have robbed a bank.

2. He grbb,=d the books and ran to school.

3. Ne begged them to stay with us.

4. The tiger dragged the pig to the forest.

5. He received tlw 1,-tt,:-.r when he arrived.

6. She stood beside the window, and breathed the fresh air.

-7. He w s obliged to swim across the river.

8. They charged .their clothes, crabbed their bags and .

ran outside.

-21-
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3. words endin7 in /-n-,/. Final Find/ cluster.

seemed

named

dreamed

warmed

welcomed

H. Words endi in /-n/. Final /-rid/ cluster.

/-nd/

1.4'rn lecrned

cleaned

turned

rained

panned

I. Words endir_z 1i /-1:/. Final /-ndj cluster.

/-rj /-r-d/

long longed (for)

belonged

banged

hanged

clanged

LISTF" TT 2L::

and

1. Thy se 7...1 njcy the rovie vcry nuch.

2.

3.

lug

K.

L.

M. W

- irrift Aid 4...flvik . Ocif ee: 1/61
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1
I.. We learned Eng3ish when he returned to ti7e United States.

5.. We listmed to the radio last night.

6. He ban-7ed the door an went out.

Y. Words ending in /-z/. Final /-zd/ cluster.

/-z/ /' -zd/

advise advised

use used

close closed

cause causrA

amaze am ze:

surp-2ise surprised

suppose supposed

L. Words ending in /-l/. Final / -lam?/ cluster.

/-1/ /-1d/

call called

pull pulled

kill killed

smile smiled

fail failed

Words erding in /-r/, Final /-rd/ cluster,

/-r/ /-rd/

appear appeared

clean cler.1--ad

lower lovere.d

anower

cover ever-d

remember rer:_mbered

- 23 -- 1 0



te-

N. Sentence: .ith /zd/, /-3d/,,and

1. I Closed the door because I suppoeed you had oone.
1.

2 I'cx7,Tosed I klik 64-2prised you.

3: Robert called for Ruth a.e eight o'clock.

4. They killed 7:7-..e tiger and pulled him out from the hole.

5. They re7.emberA all tha answers,

6. I herd ever.; word you said

7. The ca..- is covered with mud.

4

1

voice:

A. C



ITSSON

REVIEW OF CONSOvANT CT.USTERS ENDING IN

/-s/, /-z /, /-ti, and /-d/

LESSONS VI - IX

LESSON XI

FINAL coN6oNkyr CLUSTERS: Two Consonants + /-s/

We add /s/ to nouns and verbs that end in voiceless stops and

voiceless frid.tives (except /s/ and /c/): /p/, /t /, /k/ and /6/.

Pronounce the following pairs of words and sentences:

A. Consonant + AV:

/-13/ /-Ps/

help helps

scalp scalps

jump jumps

dump dumps

1. I help my father. He helps his father.

2. I scalp the wolf. The Indian scalps the wolf.

3. I can jump high. He jumps high.

4. Dump coal. He dumps coal,

-25- 10 .
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,B. Consonant * Vt/:

/-t /-ts/

test .-- tests

student
students

taste tastes

paint
paints

1*. The student took a test yestz.rday. The students took two tests.
2. I want to taste the cake. It tosteh good,

3. He paints house. The paint is wet.

C. Consonant+ /k/:

/-k/

sink

think thinks

thank thanks

/-ks/

sinks

talk talks

1. I think fast, but Don thinks fz,,ster.

2. :Did he say, "Thank" or "Thanks"?

3. Robert gives a talk every day: He talks ver., well.

4. Will the beat

5. When more than ''crr recp1,:' get in-it, it sinks*

D. Consonant 4- b/:

fourth fourths

fifth
fifths

s n



fourth two-fourths

fifth three-fifths
I

seven four-sevenths

1. He ate two-fourths of the calk.

2. Three fifths of the c took the test.

,-)

3. Four-sevenths of the group wanted to re-elect their legder.

27 10



LESSON XII

FINAL CONSONANT CIUSTERS: Two Consonants + /t/

We add /-t/ to regular verbs that end in these consonants:
/-p/, /-k/, /-s/, and /-ty:

Practice the following pairs of words and sentences:

A. Consonant + /p/:

113/ /-pt/

help helped

scalp scalped

jump jumped

dump dumped

1. I'm helping my father now, and I helped him yesterday.

2. Can you jump over this wall? I jumped over it yesterday.

Consonant + /k/:

k/ /-kt/

work worked

park parked

talk talked

1. How long did he work this morning? He worked for two hours.

2. Where did he park the car? He parked it by the hotel.

3. What did he talk about? He talked about books.

C. Consonant + /-s/:

/-s/ /-st/

waltz waltzed

collapse collapsed

1. We enjoyed the dance. We waltzed and waltzed.

2. Did the bridge collapse. Yes, it collapsed yesterday.

- 28
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D. Consonant +

/-t7 /-tSY

punch punched

search searched

1. Where did he punch you? He punched tae in the nose.

2. Where did you search? I searched everywhere.



LESSON XIII

FINAL CONSONANT CLUSTERS: Two Consonants +

We add /-z/ to nduns and verbs that end in voiced consonantsand vowels: /b/, /d/, /v/, /m/2 /n/, and /1/.

C.

Pronounce the following pairs of words and sentences:

A. Consonant + /b /:

/-b/ /-bz/

bulb buDa
ti

curb

verb

curbs

verbs

1

absorb

suburb

absorbs

suburbs

D. C

The light bulbs are burned out.

2. We add /z/ to nouns and verbs.

3. Did she say "absorb" or "absorbs"?

4. She lives in the suburb.

B. Consonant + /d/:

/-11/

cold colds

card cards

word words

build builds

field fields

1. I hsld several colds last winter.

2. Cur teacher has ICC cards with words on them.

3. H.a a but in the fiald.

3C

E. C



C. Consonant + /v/t

iv, /vz/

carve carves

serve serves

nerve nerves

deserve deserves

1. There are several shelves on the wall.

2. There were many curves in the road.

3. She deserves all the praise.

4. Don carves on the curves of the desk.

D. Consonant + /m/:

/m/ /mz/

helm helms

film films

arm arms

farm farms

storm storms

1. They lost their arms in the war.

2. Both films were very old.

3. Their farms are in gocd business,

E. Consonant + /n/:

/-n/ /-nz/

turn turns

burn burns

ern earns

war n warns

barn barns
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1. He burns himself because he isn't careful.

2. Jim earns his living by working in the farms.

3. The rcad turns to the right.

4. She learns English in schccl.

F. Consonant + /1/:

girl girls

curl curls

earl earls

1. The earl likes the curls of the girl's hair.

2. The girls came to visit the earls,
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LESSON x

FITAL CONSONANT CLUSTERS: Two Consonants + /d/

//
We add /d endto regular verbs that e in voiced consonants and

vowels ( /v /, dy, /m/, /n /, and /1/). .

Pronounce the following pairs cf words and sentences:

A. Consonant + /v/:

/-v/ /-vd/

solve . solved

revolve revolved

carve carved

curve curved

serve served

deserve deserved

1. They solved their arithmetic problem,

2. The road curved very sharply.

3. The idea revolved in his mind.

B. Consonant + /d3/:

P5/ /e 5d/

bulge bulged

change changed

urge urged

age aged

judge judged

1. His eyes bulge' with anger.

2. I changed my mind and urged him to leave.

3. They h7,ve judged him innocent.
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C. COnscnant + /m/:

/m/

film fimled

warm up warmed up

farm farmed

1. They filmed it in Egypt.

2. Did it warm up yesterday? Yes, it warmed up in the afternoon.

3. These students farmed all summer last year.

D. Consonant + /n/:

/-r/ /nd/

burn burned

turn turned

learn learned

earn. earned

1. He earned his own living last summer.

2. The boys turned to the right.

3. He learned Spanish in school last year.

E. Consonant + /1/:

/-1/

curl curled

1. She curled her hair this morning.



LESSON XV

`REVIEW OF FINAL CONSONANT CLUSTERS: Three Consonants

LESSONS VI - XIV

0 *

LESSC! XVI AND XVII

/0/ /m/ and /// AY/

A. Pronunciation of AV versus //.

Practice the-following pairs of words:

Ap/

luck lack

buck back

but hat

tuck tack

putt pat

cut cat

B. Pronunciation of Ai/ versus /iy/

Practice the following pairs of words.

/1/ AY/

it eat

sit seat

bit beat

sim seem

Tim tear

ship sheep

live leave

I
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C. Which are the same?

luck lack luck (1,3)

buck back back (2,3)

tack tack tuck (1,2)

pat putt pat (1,3)

sit sit sit (1,2,3)

live leave leave (2,3)

beat beat bit (1,2)

sin seen sin (1,3)

D. Same or Different?

eat eat.

ship sheep

putt pat

back back

live leave

bit bit

but hat

E. SentenceS with /3/1 la/

1. The man ran after his cat.

2. He has no luck.

3. Has Dad had a nap?

4. Half of the class ha8 had it.

5. The sun comes up at seven.

6. Hasn't Gus won enough money?
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F. Sentences with /// and /iy/ for practice.

1. This is it.

2. Bill sees a sheep on the ship,

3. Tim seems a bit tired.

4. Zeep these three for me, please.

5. These people seem to belietre me.

6. He sees me three evenings a week.

7. Potato chips are cheap.

8. Please sit in this neat.

9. I leave the house where I live at six o'clockM

10. Did he say "living" or "leaving".



A. Pronunciation of /c/ versus ///. Learn to distinguish the

-2 sounds in both hearing and pronouncing.

is/

bet bit

set sit

beg, big

lead lid

tell till

B. '..;hich are the same?

Ask the students to tell which are the same. Use the

following sets!

bet bet bit (1,2)

set sit set (1,3)

tell till till (2,3)

beg beg beg (1,2,3)

sit sit set (1,2)

C. Sentences with A / and ///.

1. They went tc bed late.

2. Let's get a big lid,

3. Tell Ed to speak a bit louder.

4. when did Ted send the letter?

5. The weather is better in September

6. Many men said yes,
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D. Pronunciations of A/ versus k./. Learn to distinguish the two
sourd* in both hearing and saying.

/ /
Ed add

bed bad

said sad

head had

set sat

bet bat

men man

be bag

beck back'

4

E. Same or different?

Ed add

bad bad

set sat

back back

rPn ran

head had

F. Which are the same?

sad sad said (1,2)

bat bet bat (1,3)

beck back back (2,3)

r-tr: man ren (1,2)

he -J had had (2,3)
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G. LISTE", THEN REP;AT:

Sentences with /e/ and /2/.

I. That man gets Ed's hat.

2. Jack can't understand the men.

3. She said she had to stay in bed.

4. Half the class won the bet

5. Ed has a bag cnob a bat.

6. He has to stay in bed because he has a headache.

tC,

A.
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LESSON XIX

/ ey /

A. Pronunciation of A/ versus /ey/. Drill these pairs of words.
learn to distingaish these sounds in both hearing and saying.

/ey/

bet -bait

men Viain

ldd laid

pen 4 pain

fade

e
Ed; aid

4

Same oi different?

bet

men

. led

paih

fade

Ed.

aid
4

maim '

bait

men

laid

pain

fed
-1' -

Ed*

C. Sentences with /e/ and /ey/,

1. Let's get some bait.

2. El's gct scme pain.

-Ed

men

3; The men bet they will get Ed's aid..

4. Did they say "pepper".cr "paper"?
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5. Ted stays in' bed and his pain fades.

6. On what date was the debt paid?

7. Your weight is greater when you are wet.

t
4 e

L2
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LESSON XX

VOWEL SOUNDS /I /1 /iy /, /e/t and /ey/

REVIEW LESSONS XVII XIX

LESSON XXI

VOWEL SOUNDS /-4/, /a/, and A/

A. Pronunciation of ib/ versus /a/.

Practice the following pairs.

/S/ /a/

cat cot

hat hot

pat pot

map

cap

back

lack

gnat

mop

cop

bock

lock

not

B. Sentence with A2/ and /a/ for practice:

1. I want a ham sanwich--not a hot sandwich.

2; What had Jack's boss wanted?

3. Bob got)oack at one o'clock.

4. When does Tom get back?

5. Does Kansas get as hot as it gets here?
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C. Pronunciation of/ow/ versus b/

Practice the following pairs:

/cw / A/
coat caught

note naught

sc saw

low law

cat ought

phone fawn

loan lawn

boat bought

D. Sentences with /a / and /6/ for practice.

1. The cicck stopped.

2. It's not a lot.

3. Tom got the job in October.

4. The coffee is strong.

5. Ed lest his dcg.

6. Is the song very long?

E. Same cr different?

cap ccp

Ernrit

pct pot

map mop

lack lock

lcw law

lean lawn

bcuwht boat

saw saw

ncte ncurht
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LESSO!T

13/ and hi

A. Pronunciation of /e/ versus /e/

Practice the following pairs of words:

/3 /

bun

ton

but

cut

shut

bud

burn

turn

Bert

curt

shirt

bird

B. Same or different?

.bun burn

but but

shirt shut

but hurt

bird bird

ton ton

ton turn

C. Sentences with A)/ and /r/ for practice:

1. This bud is green. This bird is green.

2. were the little girls with her?

3. Learn the first thirty verts thoroughly.

4. The teacher read the lesson.

5. Robert was early.

6. Herbert's girl friend cut the shirt.
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LESSON XXIII

/u/ and /uw/

A. Pronunciation of /u/ versus /uw/

Practice the following pairs of words:

Ar/ /uw/

luke look

hood who'd

soot suit

pool

full fool

should shoed

stood stewed

wood wooed

B. Choral and individual pronunciation of the following groups of words:

a new suit ia nuu

good looking / cud kirk

a new room / a nu7 Fu=k7

good fccd gud Fivd

you too / rim PI/
good mood gud Fnirad

wooden shoe iwudsn

blue book bluvr Ft)k /
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C. Which are the same?

should shoed shoed (2,3)

full full fool (1,2)

wood wooed wood . (1,3)

luke look look (2,3)

scot soot suit (1,2)

D. Sentences with /u/ and /uw/ for practices

1. Ruth has some fruit juice in her room.

2. Who will tell the students the news?

3. We used to have quite a few arguments about music.

4. Would some good food put you in a good mood?

5. Ruth should move to a good rooming house.
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LESSON rLIV

/oy/ and /ow/

A. Prcnunciaticn of /cy/ versus /cw/.

/oy4 /ow/

boy bow

tcy

scy

joy

Roy

noise

boil

toe

SOW

Joe

row

nose

bowl

B. Pronounce the following groups of words:

a boy's toe / a boyz Ft-dw J

Joe's tcy dcr.-tz I tciy_

a bowl cf boiled scup / a bowl of Iborld_sup

sow scy bean seed / sow soy Ibiyn Isiyd /

the bcy bows low ba boy !loos.= flora /

C. Same or different?

boy bow

toy toy

jcy J oe

bowl bowl

nose ncise

Rcy Roy

sow scy

tee toe
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D. Sentences with boy/ and /ow/.

1. I like boiled rice and soy sauce.

2. I sang "What kind cf a Noise Annoys an Oyster".

3. The boys are rather noisy.

4. Jce puts a bow en his tce.

Rcy's rowing the beat.,

6. The bey broke both his toys in a rcw.
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TFSSON XXV

/ay/ and /r w/

C. Sen

1.

2.

A. Pronunciation cf /ay/ versus /aw/ 3.

Practice the follcwing pairs cf words:

/ay/ law/

mind mound

bite bout

rise rouse

nine noun

high how

lied loud

find found

dine down

might mount

ride round

B. Sentence with /ay/.

1. We arrived at nine o'clock.

2. They ate fried rice.

3. I'd like tc buy a tie.

4. I always eat rice cn Friday.

5. I am fine.

6-.-Msr--dhild likes ice.

7. I'll try tc find time by Friday.

8. 14115, arrive at five to nine?
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C. Sentences with /aw/.

1. He bought a blouse downtown.

2. Around and about are not nouns.

3. How much is a pound of ground round (steak)?

4.. I doubt that he is downtown.

5. He found the sound too loud.

D. Sentences with /ay/ and /ay/.

1. The amount is about right.

2. He was downtown from five to nine.

3. Now my child likes the fine blouse.

4. Would you like to ride downtown?

5. I might dine downtown tonight.

6. The tide rises very high at about nine.
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